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News

We must start by congratulating our final years who have completed their
finals and are now enjoying their electives in far-flung areas of the world
across multiple continents. All the best on their travels and we look
forward to welcoming you back for Affirmation in July.

The Gazette committee has worked very hard to bring you another
fantastic edition that I hope you enjoy reading. Our News column starts
with our Dean’s Column (page 4) and State of the Union from Rhys, our
President. With sweeping changes to the medical school system nationally,
a lot of focus is centred around academic changes to the medical school
and the ongoing ‘Curriculum Review’ to see how best we can educate the
doctors of the future. Additionally, we also have our updates from around
the world and you can read up where the Class of 2018 will be working as
foundation doctors so you know where best to avoid on the infamous
‘Black Wednesday’ in August.
ICSM would not be the place it is without an arsenal of events to distract
us from studying and this term was no different. With a range of activities
covering sports, arts and charity there is a lot to catch up on. The ‘Events’
section covers all the highlights including RAG week, Varsity and Drama’s
main production.
The features section contains our popular Top Ten and Tales from the
Archives but also takes on a food theme this edition. New Gazette
contributor Anushka Sharma reviews the modern take on the healthy
eating fad and what scope there is for the future.
Our expanding Careers section has further updates on the change to
training for Junior Doctors and an argument for why medical students need
improved resources to improve their learning. Both important reads for
our undergraduates and newly qualified doctors.
This is my final editorial in the Gazette and I would like to congratulate
next year’s Editor; Rajiv Ark. I wish him the best of luck and look forward to
reading the Winter Edition already. It was good to see so many younger
members of the medical school keen to get involved with this magazine
and stands us in good stead for the coming years.
Finally, I would like to express my personal thanks to the St. Mary’s
Hospital Association. Not only for their financial assistance, without which
we would cease to exist, but their unwavering support and guidance which
have been immeasurably helpful. In particular, I would like to thank SMHA
Chair, Dr Tudor-Williams and Kevin Brown, Trust Archivist for their
expertise and advice.
I hope that you enjoy reading this issue of the Gazette, and would happily
welcome any comments. If you have any ideas for articles, thoughts on the
issue, or would just like to get in touch, please email us at icsmgazette@imperial.ac.uk.

Ali Ijaz, Editor 2017/18
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Dean’s Column

Dean’s Column
Mr Martin Lupton, Associate Dean and
Head of Undergraduate Medicine
Hospital founded in 1719.

Clearly, medical knowledge has
advanced beyond recognition since
1719. These advances have caused
my predecessors to introduce
changes to the content and design of
the medical school curriculum at
regular intervals in our nearly 300year history.

A few weeks ago, the Chief Rabbi
spoke on “Thought for the Day” and
told the story of a man who was
travelling. He described how the man
came to a fork in the road.
Unfortunately, the signpost had been
broken off and lay disorientated and
on the ground. At first, the man
could not work out which path he
should follow. He thought for a while
and suddenly realised that, since he
knew where he had come from, he
could align the broken signpost with
his starting point and it would once
again show him the road he needed
to take.

Currently, the UK faces many
challenges. Two that immediately
spring to mind are the provision of
high quality, complex, affordable
healthcare for an aging population,
and antibiotic resistance.

In an age where information is a few
taps of a smartphone away, it makes
no sense continue to fill a medical
curriculum with a huge quantity of
fact that needs to be remembered.
Instead, our students need to learn
new skills and attitudes, things such
as digital literacy, the management
of complexity, creativity, wellbeing
and resilience. They also need to
understand the scientific method.

will look frighteningly different if we
fail to find a solution to the loss of
antibiotic efficacy.

This is why we have embarked on a
curriculum review. We are thinning
out the quantity of facts that
students will need to remember. We
are introducing new courses and
changing our pedagogy, and we are
concentrating on delivering new
experiences that we hope will feed
the imagination of our wonderful
young students.

Change is not easy and doctors are
more averse to change than many
(and with good reason). No doubt
some people will be unhappy with
the changes we make.
Whatever your feelings about our
curriculum review and the changes
that we make, I want to reassure you
that I am extraordinarily proud of
where we have come from as an
institution and our great history. I
understand that we build on the
foundations of a great past, and this
gives me confidence that we are
heading in the direction of a great
future.

Equipping our students with core
scientific skills and giving them
experiences which help develop their Mr Martin Lupton
creativity and imagination is a key
feature of the Imperial College
mission. As Einstein once said, “the
Imperial College School of Medicine most important attribute in science is
imagination”. This must be true, as
was created from four famous
hospital schools, each with their own without imagination it is difficult to
see how the young clinicians we are
history and traditions: the
currently training will be able to face
Westminster, Charing Cross, St
the future with much hope of
Mary’s and the Royal Postgraduate
success. The NHS cannot survive in
School at the Hammersmith. The
oldest of these was the Westminster its current form, and our rich world
The moral of the story is that you
have to know where you have come
from before you can figure out
where you are going to.
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State of the Union

State of the Union

Rhys Smith, SU President 2017-18
Soon after was the annual Varsity
against Imperial College. With plenty
of hard matches all round we saw
successes in the Mens Hockey,
Netball, and Kabbadi, however
unfortunately overall there was a
narrow loss by one point in the
closing minutes of the headline
match, which this year was Netball.
Hello and welcome to my last state
of the Union!

It really has been a fantastic year
with so many amazing achievements
to reflect upon. With our most
recent cohort having just graduated
we saw them off with a fantastic
Shrove Tuesday Final Year Dinner,
which contained so many amazing
student speeches, our colours
awards
ceremony
celebrating
contribution to medical school life,
and a fantastic speech by Dr
Jonathan Hoare, St Marys Consultant
and Deputy Chair of the St Marys
Hospital Association. A massive
thank you to the organising
committee for such a wonderful
event.

As always the Spring term marks the
annual Students’ Union elections.
We had an amazing turn out with
some hotly contested races to see
who would lead ICSM next year. I am
proud to announce that Daniel
Faehndrich will take over the reins as
ICSM President, and would like to
take this opportunity to wish him
and his team the best of luck for next
year.

Faculty including a school wide
personal tutor review, to a wide
range of campaigns to promote
student physical and mental health.
The flagship campaign that the team
have
run
this
year
was
#onlinehonestly,
a
campaign
promoting people to present an
honest portrayal of themselves on
social media.

Now that the sun has started shining
again I feel like it was only yesterday
that I started in this role, yet I am
constantly astounded by the amazing
achievements of all of our students.
ICSM has worked hard this year on a
number of fronts and I would like to
thank the faculty, St Mary’s Hospital
Association, ICSM Alumni Association
but most importantly fellow students
who have engaged every time and
continue to strengthen ICSM.

Thanks to the hard work of our
academic and wellbeing teams we
have seen some great strides being Best Wishes,
made in the ICSM curriculum review Rhys Smith
with the student opinion of the
current course being the main driver
for change. Outside of this, our
academic team have been hard at
work expanding the range of support
that we provide our students and for
the first year we have been able to
offer all of our fifth year students a
mock PACES.

The new year kicked off in earnest
with RAG week where we saw
thousands of students take part in
fundraising
and
volunteering
opportunities right around the
capital. The week was a massive
success with not only hundreds of
volunteers hours given, but over The introduction of our wellbeing
team has allowed us to make some
£15,000 donated to charity.
big gains in student wellbeing this
year. Through a host of work with
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News
An Update from Around the World
Yangyang Wang updates us all on the major international healthcare developments
Jeremy Hunt calls for more stringent US Military fails to provide patients Sweden’s innovative mobile care
regulations on social medial for with highly experienced surgical solution for the elderly
young people
teams
Bridging the gap between social and
The Military Health System is a $50 healthcare for the elderly is a
billion entity aimed at providing care significant global issue. In Vastra
for wounded combatants in conflict Gotaland, mobile close care teams
zones, active-duty recruits, their aimed for 65+ needing urgent care
families and retirees with 20 years of have helped stem the burdens placed
service, often requiring complex on primary care physicians. The team
procedures.
However,
recent consists of a mobile operational unit,
published data from every Military doctor service unit and palliative care
The perennial debate on the benefits Health Service hospital from 2012- unit; the members of the units
and perils of social media just got 2016 showed that at nearly all consist of nurses, a doctor, and a part
political. In late April, the Health hospitals, the number of surgeons -time conversational therapist to
Secretary Jeremy Hunt, wrote a available to perform procedures such provide all care. This scheme has
scathing letter to executives at as weight-loss surgery, hip and knee achieved savings of $8,000 per
Facebook, Snapchat and Twitter to replacement, mitral-valve repair and patient and increased quality of care,
name a few. Hunt has accused these surgery to patch abdominal aortic both of which are important
social media platforms of “turning a aneurysms were deemed grossly benchmarks
of
a
successful
blind eye to a whole generation of insufficient. The highly understaffed healthcare system. The mobile team
children being exposed to the medical teams puts patients at high is also in close communication with
harmful emotional side effects of risk of complications, and raises family members, ensuring that the
social media prematurely”. Hunt major concerns about patient safety. patient’s
progress
is tracked
directly addressed loopholes in Dr. Paul Cordts, Deputy Assistant together. Furthermore, patients who
minimum user age restrictions, Direct of the Defense Health Agency no longer require urgent care are
cyberbullying and sending of sexually has said the ideal solution “would be discharged and referred to a mobile
explicit underage images as key to participate fully in surgical service providing regular care.
issues for these companies to tackle. registries, such as the American Perhaps, a similar scheme could
Hunt said, “your industry boasts College of Surgeons National Surgery alleviate the current burdens
some of the brightest minds and Improvement program”, and present imposed on the NHS services by the
biggest budgets globally. While these each surgical case to expert scrutiny. current ageing population.
issues may be difficult, I do not Alternative proposals have suggested
Yangyang Wang
believe that solutions are outside the use of enhanced simulations and
your reach”. In recent years there perfused cadavers to help surgeons
has been an increase, especially in practice trauma operations on Photo credit: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk
-43853678
the number of young women, coping cadavers.
with mental health problems; the
root of which has been associated
with body/social image pressures
perpetuated by social media. NHS
data shows that compared to the
previous decade, the number of girls
aged 17 or under admitted to
hospital in England due to self-harm
has increased by 68%. While it is
difficult to ascertain, these figures
are inextricably linked to the
pervasive growing presence of social
media over this past decade.
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White City Development
With Imperial College’s expansion to White City, Stephen Naulls provides a brief update
on the impact this may have on ICSM
In the coming years, many Imperial experience, including
College departments may be sports facilities.
relocating to White City to take
residence in a brand new campus.
Driven partly by limitations in space
in South Kensington and on the
desire to build a multi-disciplinary
research hub, it is an exciting – if
slightly uncertain – period for
students and staff at Imperial!

Whilst it is not certain which
Departments will be relocated or
when this will happen, there are
some small things worth updating
students on! Imperial College Union
has been working with College to
ensure our students have all of the
services required to support student

access

to brings with it the rich history of our
hospitals, bars, and alumni! Whilst
this is clearly in the very early stages,
it is definitely something to keep an
eye on. And when the time comes
for student consultation, make sure
you voice is heard on what ICSM
students would want from any
potential move!
ICSM Gazette will of course provide
any updates on this development.

Both Faculty and the Students’ Union Stephen Naulls
are aware of the importance of the
history of our hospitals – including
our bars, and will inevitably work to
make sure that if there is any move
at all for the Faculty of Medicine it

ICSM Students’ Union 2018-19 Committee Revealed
ICSM were one of the top departments in terms of voting
President: Dan Faehndrich
Deputy President: Kathryn Chang

Academic Officer (Early Years): Carmen Traseira Pedraz
Entertainments Officer: Benjamin Russell

Management Group Treasurer: RON
Secretary & Communications Officer: RON

Social Secretary: Hanya Irfan

Alumni & Careers Officer: James Palmer

Executive Treasurer: Aditi Reddy

Welfare Chair: Aisha Chaudry

RAG Chair: Emily Quirk

Clubs & Societies Officer: Tom Willis

Welfare Vice-Chairs: Gabrielle Matthews and Jack Hall
Clubs and Societies Vice-Chair: Rishabh Hariharan

Academic Chair: Alistair Ludley
Academic Officer (Clinical Years): Gargi Samarth

We wish the new ICSMSU committee all the best for the
upcoming academic year!

Academic Officer (BSc Year): Shohaib Ali
Academic Officer (BMS): RON
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Online Honestly Welfare Campaign
This year’s ICSMSU Welfare Chair Stephen Naulls introduced a fantastic campaign to
promote online honesty on social media. With the aims of promoting wellbeing and
mental health awareness despite how outwardly happy we may appear. The uptake was
phenomenal and he writes his take below.
In an era increasingly governed by
our use of social media, most of us
have grown up using Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter and Snapchat. For
many, they are a fundamental and
inescapable aspect of our daily lives,
granting us the opportunity to share
important moments from our lives
with our friends and family and keep
in touch. For most of us, social media
is a useful and pleasant addition to
our lives. But that is not the case for
everyone.

For some, ‘likes’ on social media can
act as a form on social validation. In
our effort to achieve this we often
filter our everyday lives: only posting
the positives, and not our hardships,
failures, or worries, because we think
those are the things people will like.
This can create a toxic cycle, where
we compare the mundanities or
struggles we encounter day-to-day to
the perfect images we see online. In
March, ICSM Welfare’s Campaigns
Team decided to campaign to draw
attention to this. We encouraged
students to engage in a period of
activity where they were online, but
#OnlineHonestly.

The response from the medical
school
was
incredible
and
overwhelming from day one, with
the campaign averaging seven posts
per day and culminating in 80 posts
in total across Facebook, Instagram,
and Twitter by the end. Students reposted old images with honest
captions and no edits or filters, with
many opening up about deep
personal struggles that they had
never felt able to share on social
media before. By the end of the first
week, members of Faculty had joined
8

the campaign and students Imperial- campaign has proved that we are
wide, as well as from LSE and not.
Manchester, had started posting to
the hashtag.
There are clear messages to take
forward in the wake of this
When we planned it, we didn't campaign. Let's all go that extra mile
dream of the School of Medicine to ask our friends how they're doing.
embracing it with such warmth so Let's be more willing to open up and
quickly, nor did we anticipate how start a dialogue about the issues
brave so many of you would be to some of us are struggling with day to
share
your
deeply
personal day. Let's make it okay to be honest
reflections on previous social media with ourselves and our peers about
posts and how many of you would the challenges we face.
relate to the message behind the
campaign.
The Online Honestly campaign has
shown
we
have
a
deeply
Whilst this campaign is over for now, compassionate community in our
we hope all of ICSM recognises that medical school. I am very proud to be
we are all more than our online a part of it, and so should you.
image. We all have our unique
problems and challenges facing us
every day. We don't always present
Stephen Naulls
that image of ourselves online
because we think we're alone: this

News

St. Mary’s Hospital pool closure
A disappointing decision by Sport Imperial has led to the planned closure of the pool
facilities after over 80 years of use.

Sport Imperial took the decision earlier in the year to close the swimming
pool at St Mary’s Hospital. This decision was made without any prior
warning or consultation with the student body. This has caused an uproar
amongst students, pool staff, hospital staff and the St Mary’s hospital
association (St Mary’s Alumni).

the college values cost cutting
measures over student and staff welfare. Closure of the St Mary’s pool
would also cause an overflow of students and staff to the South Kensington facilities which are already always at capacity due school, club and
university staff and student use.
Sport Imperial have not considered
any alternatives to closing St Mary’s
pool and continue to ignore the conSt Mary’s pool is a key icon, serving cerns asserted by the pool communithe community, students and staff ty.
alike for more than 80 years. When
the planned closure in June was announced, it came as a shock to most
pool members and staff. It is an extremely unfortunate decision to
close a facility as there have been
major repairs and restorations only a
couple years back to ensure the pool
being able to continue being open.
Sport Imperial say this is part of a
wider cost saving measure, however,
community users such as hospital Sport Imperial have issued a statestaff and schools have offered to pay ment on their website: ‘Imperial is
increased membership fees in order committed to providing sports facilito cover the deficit and keep the ties of the highest standard for its
pool open.
staff and student community. Following a review of its use, the swimming
pool at St Mary's will be closing from
The pool’s closure comes without 16 July 2018. As part of our ongoing
any potential compromises that the mission to deliver value for money to
pool could take in terms of for exam- College, it is not sustainable to conple opening times to reduce the defi- tinue running this facility given the
cits. The pool is a vital facility for costs of required maintenance and
health and wellbeing for its users and the fact that only 15% of the pool's
it is an extremely important part of users are from the College communihistory for the clubs and people that ty.
have trained there. Yet it seems that

This decision has been approved by
Provost's Board as part of the wider
cost savings across Campus Services for reinvestment of funds into
the academic mission.

The pool will continue to be open as
normal for the first half of 2018 - 15
July 2018 will be the last day. We
know the facility has been a valued
part of the St. Mary's Campus for
many years. The swimming pool at
Ethos on the South Kensington Campus is available for all College students and staff.’

Please join the campaign to prevent
the closure of St. Mary’s pool by joining the mailing list at https://
mailman.ic.ac.uk/mailman/listinfo/
save-stmarys-pool

Or by getting into contact with me
(sjj114@ic.ac.uk) or Kieran Bird
(k.bird@imperial.ac.uk)

Elina Jiang
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Foundation Programme Results 2017/18
The Class of 2018 had a successful year of Foundation Applications
Academic Foundation Programme
2018 was another successful year for
ICSM applications to the Academic
Foundation Programme. 40 ICSM
final years gained places on this
sought-after programme, which
represents 12% of the year and an
extra 3 students compared to last
year.
The
Academic
Foundation
Programme is an alternative to the
Standard Foundation Programme.
Like standard FP, AFP doctors work in
4-month rotations across a range of
specialties. The key difference is that
one of the rotations in the FY2 year is
dedicated to research work, medical
education or clinical leadership.
There is a wide choice of research
topics, including General Surgery,
Anaesthetics, General Practice and a
multitude of medical specialties.
Importantly, final years can apply for
both AFP and standard FP posts.
Naturally, the application process for
the AFP differs to the standard FP.
The infamous Situational Judgement
Test is not used in the AFP
application
process.
Instead,
applicants are ranked based on their
decile and academic achievements
(publications,
prizes,
additional
degrees etc); the presence of
publications is virtually a prerequisite
if you wish to pursue a research

project. Applicants also answer Fig. 2 The Standard FP allocations for
“white space questions” in the initial ICSM’s Class of 2018
application form; for example,
13
East Anglia
“describe a clinical situation where
19
you have shown initiative”. While Essex, Bedfordshire, Herts
6
academic achievement is important, LNR
16
applications are viewed holistically. NHS Education for Scotland
Figure 1 shows that ICSM's successful North Central and East Lon37
AFP applicants had a range of decile don
rankings, with one successful
5
North Central Thames
applicant even being ranked in the
42
10th (last) decile. Therefore, North West London
17
potential AFP applicants with slightly North West of England
disappointing decile rankings should Northern
3
not be discouraged.
2
Northern Ireland

Applicants are then shortlisted for
interview, which covers both clinical
and academic aspects.
The AFP has now become highly
competitive, so ICSM has been very
successful with this large number of
successful candidates!

Standard Foundation Programme
2018 has also been a successful year
for ICSM applications to the standard
Foundation Programme. While the
exact figures are yet to be released,
most ICSM students received offers
from their first choice Foundation
school. Students were allocated
across the entirety of the UK, as
highlighted by Figure 3. As usual,
most students have stayed in
London.

Fig. 1 The decile rankings of ICSM’s AFP South Thames proved the most
recipients
popular with 76 students achieving
10th decile

1

9th decile

0

8th decile

5

7th decile

4

6th decile

1

5th decile

0

4th decile

2

3rd decile

8

2nd decile

7

1st decile

12

10

places there. 42 students gained a
post in the North West Thames
Foundation school, which is by far
the most competitive Foundation
school, with a competition ratio of
3.25:1 (more than double the next
most
competitive
Foundation
school). NW Thames includes every
Imperial teaching hospital, apart
from St Peter’s, so there’s plenty of
home comforts here!

Oxford

15

Peninsula

9

Severn

13

South Thames

76

Trent

6

Wales Deanery

6

Wessex

18

West Midlands Central

6

West Midlands North

1

West Midlands South

10

Yorkshire & Humber
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We wish the Class of 2018 all the
best for the future!
Fig. 3 Standard FP application process
Education Performance (50 points)
-Decile ranking within year (10th decile=
34 points, 1st decile= 43 points)
-Additional degrees (up to 5 points)
-Publications (up to 2 points)
Situational Judgement Test (50 points)
- a 140 minute paper test which aims to
assess the attributes required of a
junior doctor.

Ali Ijaz
Many thanks to Jennifer Grote and the
FEO for providing the information for
this article.

Events

Event Reviews
Dirty Rotten Scoundrels
The annual production by Light Opera Society back in December is reviewed by Dr Helgi
Johannsson, consultant anaesthetist at St. Mary’s Hospital
Over the last few years I have been
an avid fan of the Light Opera Society
productions. The first time I went I
was expecting a rough-and-ready-yet
-a-good-laugh kind of standard, but
was not only surprised but
astounded by quite how tight and
professional the show was, without
losing the fun of an amateur
production.

Dirty Rotten Scoundrels was a
departure from the previous years’
productions
as
a
modern
composition, best known in film form
from before most of the cast was
even born in 1988. The musical throughout, and I wasn’t going to
single anyone out, but I have to
make a special mention of Frankii
Watson, whose performance as the
gratingly American Christine Colgate
combined caricaturistic comedy with
an endearing vulnerability, only to be
revealed at the end as the chief
scammer of all. The character invites
us to love and hate her all at the
same time, finishing with a grudging
adaption premiered in 2005 on respect, and Frankii portrayed that
Broadway, when luckily the whole
cast was born and somewhere in
their childhood.

From production to performance this
was another show the Society should
be immensely proud of. The quality
of singing of the soloists and the
ensemble was outstanding, with
strong, secure performances all beautifully. The “torture scene”
round. The acting was secure neurological exam had me barely
able to retain any semblance of
composure, but I do hope Dr
Shuffhousen improves his clinical
performance before I meet him in
final year PACES.

always
provided
outstanding
ensemble numbers, and this show
was no exception. Not only should
Lieze Thielemans be proud of the
choreography, but the whole society
and choreographers before her have
to take some credit for the long term
training and teaching that is
necessary to create these dance
performances.

Please tell me when the next
production is aired, I’ll put it in my
diary right now and make sure I’m
not working the following morning.
Dr Helgi Johannsson
Consultant Anaesthetist
Long term Light Opera fan

The Light Opera productions have
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ICSM STFYD 2018
On 7th April 2018, the 78th Annual Shrove Tuesday Final Year Dinner took place moving
from the traditional date in January. Finals were over, giving them all the more reason to
celebrate. This year’s chair, Mala, gives us her review
The Shrove Tuesday Final Year
Dinner 2018 was held on Saturday
7th April 2018 at the beautiful
Plaisterers’ Hall in London. The
evening celebrated the fantastic
achievements of the ICSM Class of
2018 with 313 students and staff
attending the dinner and 100
younger students and guests joining
after the dinner for the afterparty.
The ICSM RAG String Quartet played
as attendees took their seats after
the drinks reception. The evening
then began with surprise gifts hidden
under the chairs of each attendeethey were given a book signed with a
personal message by several

presented the ICSM Alumni Award
during the evening. Student
speeches were delivered by Florence
Bell and Yathu Maheswaran which
both let the dinner guests reminisce
on their fantastic time at medical
school.

were a joy to work with. Finally,
thank you to my flawless committeeit was a privilege to work with you
guys over the 15 months of
organising.

Dr Jonathan Hoare delivered the
keynote speech for the evening and
members of senior faculty. Dr Amir
it was absolutely fantastic. Dr Hoare
Sam delivered a thoughtful welcome reflected on his own time at medical
and grace. Dinner was catered by the school, and gave some motivating
Create Food team who won caterer words of wisdom for the soon-to-be
of the year in 2017. ICSM Colours
F1s. His speech ended in a well
were presented by Mr Martin Lupton deserved standing ovation. The final
year video was incredibly put
Goodbye and Good Luck to the Class
together by Jonathan Baker and his of 2018- it truly was an honour to
team, and can now be viewed on
organise the evening for you all!
youtube.
Mala Mawkin
The brilliant Final Year (& Faculty!)
STFYD Chair 2018
ICSM band and then our DJ led us
through the afterparty, and all guests
received pizza at midnight during
dancing and open bar.
and ICSM President Rhys Smith, and
included Outstanding Service Awards I would like to thank all the students
and a Fellowship that was given to
and faculty that worked tirelessly to
Med Harris. The ICSM Alumni
make STFYD 2018 truly special.
Association, represented by Dr Jac
Thank you to our sponsors and to all
Cooper on the evening, also
the staff from Plaisterers’ Hall who
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Fashion Show
ICSM’s best looking and best dressed strutted their stuff on the catwalk in March for one
of the highlight events in the Spring term.
Imperielles, Afro-Caribbean Society
Dance as well as ICSM Jazz Band who
returned to provide exquisite musical
styling’s at the interval.
A highlight of the evening was the
comedic duo comperes of veteran
Rob Hill and Mike Abou-Abdallah,
who helped the show flow smoothly
as well as provided some laughs with
their ICSM themed gags.

On Tuesday 13th March, ICSM RAG
fashion show returned to Clapham
Grand for the 11th year to raise
money to support two charities:
Single homeless project and
Community Action Nepal; both which
offer community support to
vulnerable people to help improve

style with an electric opener.

Thanks must go to all the wonderful
designers who donated their
fantastic clothes, the organising
committee, led by Chen Lui and
Helen Woodward who worked
incredibly hard over the past months
to put on a great show and to the
raffle prize providers, including

What followed was a show with a
perfect blend of funky clothing, killer
choreography and entertainment.
There was a mixture of new and
returning designers, that included a
variety of styles; from street t-shirts
of Urban Gilt to classical suits from
Slaters and beautiful silk dresses from
Lulu Hayes. In addition, unique to this
year, one walk displayed the
Embargoes and Juju clubs as well as
incredible jean designs of ICSM's very
Pastest! Overall, the night was a
own 3rd Year student Lia Chuahan.
great success with over £3000 was
The student models executed the
raised for Single Homeless Project
walks to perfection, with all the hard and Community Action Nepal- there
work paying off by the appreciative, is no doubt the show stands as a
deafening cheers heard throughout unique and entertaining event of the
the evening, and especially for the 4th ICSM RAG calendar and we cannot
years who celebrated the end of their wait for next year!
exams in style!
The walks were supported with some
Helen Woodward
marvellous performances from the

Fashion Show Co-Chair 2017/18

their quality of life.
With record ticket sales and
attendance, the night was set to be
one to remember and it kicked off in
13
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ICSM RAG Week 2017
RAG Chair Dave Ariyanayagam gives us his review over this year’s jam-packed Raising
and Giving charity week 2018
Project and Community Action Nepal
are outstanding causes that have
really touched our students. If you
would like to learn more about the
great work that they do please head
over to their websites to see how
you can get involved!

It has been another successful year
for ICSM RAG with plenty of records
being broken, great memories being
made and inspiring causes being
championed.


Almost 3000 people have
attended and taken part at our
events over the year



Over 400 students have either
volunteered/bucket collected
or donated things to be
auctioned off over the year

RAG WEEK
We are still building towards a
final money raised count so The RAG Committee had been
keep your eyes out for our planning RAG Week since midannouncement!
November so we couldn’t contain
our excitement when it actually
Since our article in the last Gazette
came around. Although we barely
the RAG committee have been busy
slept and could barely stand by the
putting on Gladiator Sportsnight,
end it was a true achievement and so
RAG Week, Valentine’s Ball and my
much money, awareness and fun
personal Favourite – ICSM RAG
were had by the entire medical
Fashion Show.
school and seemingly half of London.
Both our charities Single Homeless
We started off RAG week with an


elite club night in Mayfair. With our
very own and very new fresher DJ
Payam Nouri showing us that all
ICSM club nights will have great
music in the future!
Next came Bowling, Balls and 4Skins.
One of the great RAG traditions. It
was up to the students to bid on
which second years would get
shaved on the Reynolds stage. With a
record attendance and the highest
paying club being Men’s Hockey
totalling at a whopping £1,400.
Special thanks to also go to Men’s
Football, Rugby, Boat Club, all the
other donators and of course the
4skinees themselves.
RAG Sportsnight went ahead despite
a last minute burst water pipe
rendering most of the Reynolds
without water. We all know how big
this night is and the free vodka flying
around Embargos led to a great after
party.
Thursday was the return of the
increasingly popular RAG Auction
with plenty of people including the
ever excited faculty heading down.
The prizes ranged from a Half Moon
Breakfast to the Tantric Massage
course in Thailand. Special thanks to
all the donators!
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of Age UK

Circle Line is the biggest day of the 
year every year. With over 600 shirts
sold and a huge attendance at the
Clapham Grand after party we all

know how great a day this is.

Sorting donations at Single
Homeless Project Shelters and
the Pimlico Toy Library
Running dance classes at Open
Age



Busking at Fulham Broadway



Bucket collecting
London

all

over

There truly is no better way to show
the true spirit of ICSM than taking
part in Circle Line in all its aspects
and glory!
Valentine’s Ball was held with great
success in a joint event with IC RAG.
The roses rained down and there
really was romance in the air.
We finished the year with a bang.
ICSM’s best looking guy and gals
headed down the catwalk with an
attendance of over 500! Head over to
their page to read about the great
night Helen and Chen put on!
A massive thanks to the RAG
Committee who out in an absolute
shift and were amazing throughout

Dave Ariyanayagam
RAG Chair 2017/18

A record smashing 200+ students
signed up to volunteer throughout
London on the day. We organised a
whole host of activities for them
including amongst others:


Painting the houses of clients
of West London Action for
Children



Playing games with members
15
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Varsity 2018
Despite the best efforts of the weather, some sports managed to rearrange their fixtures
to ensure the old rivalry against the college was as fiery as ever
The Beast from the East
This year, the annual rivalry of
Medics vs Imperial College was
planned to take place on Saturday
10th March. However, despite the
approach of Spring, temperatures
dropped to sub zero heralding in the
snow and making the pitches
unplayable
and
unfortunately,
meaning Varsity was cancelled.

Due to scheduling issues it meant
many sports teams could not
reschedule. Indoor sports such as
basketball, badminton and netball,
this year’s headline act for the first
time ever, survived but only hockey
as an outdoor sport managed to
have their deserved grudge match.
Reports from netball, hockey and
kabaddi are below.

Netball

7 months of anticipation finally came
to a head as the month of March
dawned upon us. This year’s varsity
16

was set to be like no other - the rest
of the university had finally seen
what we’d always known and Netball
was voted Varsity’s headline event.
To kick off the varsity trilogy, the
mighty social team started us off a
few days before, with a thrilling
game against RSM. With IC’s social
team having disintegrated, our
socials were swimming in the deep
end as RSM were the enemy lesser

Following their success, the rest of
the club were absolutely buzzing.
However, the unsuspecting arrival of
the “Beast from the East” threw a
spanner in the works, as the ice
ridden courts proved too dangerous
for play. Nonetheless, the new
Varsity date was set and tensions
were at an all time high. The huge
support from ICSM poured into the
icy Heston courts, (whilst a small
trickle from IC followed) to watch
the 5th team start off the day.
Following a nail-biting first quarter
which saw IC taking the lead, our 5s
turned the game around with an
incredible 35-16 victory.

Following suit, the 4th team took
the court, and dominated from the
start, finishing on a hugely well
deserved 33-11 victory. With the
current tally 2-0 to the medics,
heads were up and spirits were high
as the 3rd team took their first
centre. Historically a difficult match,
and this year no different as IC
known. This new team, were still no proved to be strong competition. The
match for our socials, who stormed tension was building in the last
the court raking in the first victory of quarter as the medics started to
catch up, only to fall a few goals
our Varsity with a 22-12 win.
short, with an unfortunate 29-33
loss. With the first loss of Varsity
2018, the club were undeniably
nervous. Despite some incredible
shooting and tight defence from our
2nd team, IC pulled forward to take
their second victory.

With 2 victories each, it all came
down to the Headline event. The 1st
team arrived at Ethos, the unfamiliar
home ground of IC, ready for an
exciting game. Following some
incredible shooting from both sides,
the first quarter saw IC gain a small
lead. Not letting it faze them, our 1s
exploded on court and defence was
watertight; by the end of the 2nd

Events

quarter the medics had turned it
around to have a 20-16 lead.
However, it was still very much
anyone’s game as IC narrowed the
gap.

With one minute to go in the final
quarter the score was tied at 31-31.
The crowd roared as the ball was
knocked off court by IC. It was what
the medics needed. Yet somehow,
the umpires gave the ball to IC who
capitalised on the opportunity and
converted the goal. With seconds left
to go medics shooters took a difficult
shot at goal to no avail. As the final
buzzer went, you could hear the
sound of hearts breaking, as IC had
won by one goal. Congratulations to
both teams for the most incredible
spectator match and to all teams
involved in Varsity this year.
Sammy Sundar

Kabaddi
Kabaddi Varsity has always been a
nail-biting encounter. This year was
no different. Our experienced side
was bolstered by some outstandingly
committed OG medics who stepped
out of the exam door and straight
onto the mats. As the underdogs of
the match, we outperformed the non
-medics in the first half. Our raiders
(the attack) were on fire. Muhesh
Taheem with his gym gains ploughed
through the helpless Imperial
defence and clocked an incredible 22
points. One of the highlights of the
match was a sneaky super raid (an

attack with at least 3 points) from our great performance all round. Final
very own, escape artist, Parminder Score: Medics 50 - 60 Non-Medics
Singh. Despite their efforts, our Oishik Raha
defence was lacking and we
conceded a significant number of
Hockey
bonus points.

Although the points difference
increased to 15 points in the second
half, we never gave up. Even when
our team was down to 3 players,
Shaneil Tanna and Sharukh Zuberi
pulled off an unforgettable super
tackle to keep the defence alive.
Although the non-medic captain was
the biggest threat to our defence,
captain Oishik Raha and ex-president
Prajesh Jadeja really put him in his
place with some jaw dropping leg
grabs. Shoutout to Daniel George for
being a rock in the right corner and
keeping the defensive form with an
injured foot.

For the 3rd successive year, hockey
benefitted from hosting its own
Varsity day and showcased a
mammoth 6 games of competitive
(and sometimes overly aggressive)
hockey.

After the initial postponement due to
the tundra, the weather was still not
kind, with the ICSM faithful braving
what was a chilly day in order to
provide some incredible support.

The day was started with history for
the men’s club: their first ever 4th
team competing in their premier
varsity. Comprised largely
of
complete beginners who had never

Regardless of the score, one thing
was clear: the medics worked as a
solid cohesive team, managing to
inflict 3 all-outs compared to the non
-medics’ 2. We fought for every point
and hung in there till the very end. A
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picked up a stick at the start of the
season the boys did themselves
proud, going into halftime1-1.
However, they ran out of steam,
against a team that had been playing
together for years but did
themselves proud.

touch
with
some
defending from IC.

desperate

After what had been a disappointing
set of results, with all our teams
starting with such a high intensity to
lose as they did was not reflective of
their performance. The onus was on
The 3rd XI started strongly, winning the Men’s 1st XI to try and put some
over on them.
an early penalty flick, but Shan Mian respect back on the Medics’
was unlucky to see it strike the post scoresheet.
before IC struck twice in quick
Despite quick goals from the medics,
Thank you to all the fans who
succession. Unfortunately, the 3s
turned
up, outnumbering IC and
could not keep up and ended up
providing the support that
going down 4-1.

symbolises the passion we have
for the medical school. Here’s to
hoping the snow stays away for
next year!

The ladies 2nd XI again started out
strongly but ended up going down 31 after following the pattern of the
men and falling flat towards the end.
The mens 2nd XI took an early lead
and provided something for the
medics’ fans to cheer about. They
held out, backs against the goal for
the longest time but IC managed to
find a way through and opened up
the floodgates.
Now came time for the Ladies’ 1st XI
in what proved to be the tightest
game of the day. After conceding
early they came back to draw it level
to 1-1. After letting in a second goal,
the ladies pushed relentlessly and
somehow couldn’t apply the finishing

18

Ali Ijaz
IC clawed it back to bring it to 2-2,
with some questionable defending
from ICSM. However, after holding
out over a shaky period, the 1s
started to entertain the crowd with
some scintillating hockey, scoring 4
goals without reply and blew away
the opposition. The game petered
out towards the end as IC knew the
game was up: Final score 6-3 to ICSM
and the celebrations, including a
pitch invasion from the fans, showed
just how much it meant to get one

News

“The Crucible”- ICSM Drama’s Main Play Review
ICSM Drama’s President, Genevieve, provides her review of their main play of 2018: The
Crucible
with innocent townspeople accused
of witchcraft by a group of
"innocents" lead by Abigail Williams,
wickedly portrayed by the alwaysexcellent Frankie Watson. The
Judges, imposing and authoritarian,
brought about their form of justice to
bear upon the people of Salem,
blinded to the corruption within their
court. The play culminates in a heartwrenching standoff which kept
everyone on the edge of their seats.

ICSM Drama’s main play was a
production of The Crucible by Arthur
Miller, a dark and serious period
piece focusing on the witch trials of
Salem. It’s a difficult play to perform
well, but ICSM Drama’s actors,
directors, backstage team and tech
team all rose to the challenge
admirably, resulting in an excellent
production with which everyone
involved should feel very proud.

The stage was set demurely, in
keeping with the late 17th century,
the costumes helped keep the
immersion in the piece and the music
Alex Jelloo was brilliant in his was excellently utilised to build
portrayal of the anxiety-wracked tension.
John Hale, a standard we're coming All around it was a truly excellent
to expect of Jelloo in these performance once again from ICSM

The director and assistant director,
Constantinos Savva and Cyd Cowley
respectively, created a show which
brought the best out of all the cast
challenging roles. Special mention
goes to Michael Anyanechi who did
very well in his debut performance
playing the role of Rev. Samuel Parris.

Drama who are always welcoming
new members into the society,
please contact Genevieve Hirsz on
gch13@ic.ac.uk
for
more
information.

The play itself was a very tense affair Genevieve Hirsz
ICSM Drama President
involved; in particular it was excellent
to see Benjamin Hayward's imperious
performance in the role of John
Proctor opposite Rachel Ruck, who
gave an excellent and emotional
performance of his wife Elizabeth.
19
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ICSM Alumni

ICSM Alumni Association
Newsletter
Dear ICSM Alumni,

and set up. If you are a current
member and have not changed over
to the new set up, you can do so
following the sign up info below –
please do as it means we have more
autonomy, control over how we use
your donation and better interaction
and contact with you. We need
everyone on the new system by
September!

ideas to where the Alumni
Association should be going.

Support of events like STFYD

Updates

Yours Sincerely,

A Colours style Prize, for which

2017-2018 has been an exciting year
for the Association, with a rebirth of
Alumni event reviews, the switch to
the new Charity set up with more
financial
autonomy,
rising
memberships, extra funding for a
fantastic high quality STFYD, and our
new Student Bursaries that have
supported 5th and Final Year
students through some of medical
schools
toughest
years
economically.

Welcome to the ICSM Alumni
Association letter for the Gazette.
The ICSM Alumni Association is an
organisation started 13 years ago by
graduates of ICSM to predominantly
support the current students of
ICSM. We take £25 per year from
our members and use it to do the
following:
Club and Societies Grants (based

on applications by Club Captains and
Society Chairs, this year going to
Lacrosse, Boat Club and Football)
Elective Awards (for which the

criteria are changing to cover more
gaps in the current IC and Mary's
Association's support)

As well as this we would like to
welcome our new Alumni who have
just completed finals and are about
to go onto their last stretch of
medical school on elective. Good
luck to you all in August

You’ll hear from us soon in our
newsletter, and we hope some
The form to do this, or sign up as a
more of you sign up! See you at a
brand new member, is found at
future event.
http://icsmalumni.org/join/.
The
cost annually is still the same, but As always if you have any questions,
please cancel your old direct debit please feel free to email us, via our
email
address
at
as we cannot do this at all. It is a new
or
significantly better system. We also membership@icsmalumni.org,
have a new website, see the link ICSMSU Alumni Officer James
Palmer at Icsm.ac@imperial.ac.uk.
above.

Annual donation to the Gazette

Final Years are
students of ICSM

nominated

by

A long-term building of funds for

support of ICSM and ICSMSU in the
eventuality of an emergency

We are also setting up new events
for Alumni and students, especially
to help with careers advice and
networking, and act as a conduit
between Alumni and ICSM, keeping
our members in touch with regular We would like to make even more
newsletters.
of it now. We are looking to start
setting up more careers and also
social events where possible, and to
get fresh blood involved in our
Charity Status and Sign up
We have recently been awarded committee. Please contact us if you
Charity Status and have a new, are interested in either of these
independent from IC, bank account things or would like to give some

Dr Anojan Arulananthan
Trustee and Chair
Email: Chair@icsmalumni.org
Dr Jac Cooper
Trustee and Treasurer
Email: Treasurer@icsmalumni.org
Dr Mike Schachter
Trustee and Honorary President
Email:
Honorary.president@icsmalumni.org
James Palmer
ICSMSU Alumni & Careers Officer
2017-18
Email: icsm.ac@imperial.ac.uk

We would love to hear from you, please send in any announcements to
icsm-gazette@imperial.ac.uk. These could include Births, Deaths,
Engagements, Marriages, Anniversaries and achievements.
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News of Graduates
We are pleased to announce the
marriage of two alumni of ICSM; Jac
Cooper (Class of 2014) and Maria
Schofield Legorburo (Class of 2017).

Engagements
We are pleased to announce the
engagements of the following alumni:
Mrigank Sinha (Class of 2017) and
Nikhita Gupta (Class of 2017) who got
engaged on 11th November 2017.

The wedding took place on the
28th of April at The Church of Our
Lady of Pity and St Simon Stock in
Putney followed by a reception at
the London Rowing Club.

Gopintha Bloch.
Rishil Patel (Class of 2015) and Arati
Menon (Class of 2017).

Jack Stewart (Class of 2014) and Katie
Addy (Class of 2017)
Henry Verral engaged to Suzie Jung
Janaki Desai (Class of 2018) and

Weddings

Obituaries
Clive Alec Penketh
17/01/1956 – 05/02/2018

way to becoming a GP and always His first wife, Ellen, was a painter and
counted children's clinics as the high- illustrator. Sadly, they had no chilSt Marys Hospital Medical School
light of the working day.
dren.
1975-1980
Clive practised first in Uckfield in Sus- He retired early due to poor health
Clive grew up in Hove, Sussex and
sex and later in Evesham in Worces- and continued to live in Evesham. He
was a pupil at Brighton College.
tershire. He described himself as “an enjoyed cycling around the CotsLike many Marys graduates of the old-fashioned family GP”. Former wolds with a group. He also took up
70s he lived for several years in Wil- patients who attended his funeral, fencing and bridge at local clubs. His
son House and remembered it fond- remembered him as a very caring second wife Jo, a nurse, survives him.
ly.
and conscientious doctor who always Andrea Penketh
He loved children and enjoyed paedi- gave them the time they needed.
atrics . He obtained a DCH on the
23
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Michael Easther
I recall a very friendly and witty man
who was always good company.

Though sometimes I might swear
and curse

Mike was a stalwart of the annual G
& S operas and I sang in two or three
of them with him. He had been born
in New Zealand but the family moved
to England when he was an infant.
He ended back here, a GP in Hamilton. He was noted for setting crosswords in newspapers and in one of
our medical magazines. Also, he remained very active in the world of
theatre. Mike’s late wife Shirley was
an acclaimed writer. His son Richard
is a cosmologist and Professor of
Physics at Auckland University and
daughter Elisabeth a well known actress and writer. With family in all
parts of the UK we think a lot of how
you all are there and hope that you
are through the worst.

As it was hard to find enough
Topics that were up to snuff.
But now it’s time to say farewell
As slowly I drift off to Heaven.
the Waikato Times in New Zealand,
in particular the Flim Flam poems for Dr Keith Davidson
the Saturday paper. His final poem is
below:
Source:
https://www.stuff.co.nz/
waikato-times/news/101256363/
longtime-waikato-times-contributor
I’ve shuffled off this mortal coil.
-michael-easther-dies
I hope such tragic news won’t spoil
Your breakfast as you read The
Times,
But no more will you see my rhymes.
I so enjoyed my chance to write
Those Flim Flams, as I got delight

From putting down my thoughts in
Michael was a regular contributor to verse,

Memorial Event for Sir Roger Bannister
In honour of the late Sir Roger Bannister, a memorial event is planned
to celebrate Roger’s contributions to
medicine, neurology, sporting and
academic life at the Royal College of
Physicians on the 3rd of September
2018 from 4.00 to 5.30pm with a
drinks and canapes reception to follow.
If you would like to receive an invitation,
please
email:
dafydd.thomas@imperial.ac.uk
Daffyd Thomas
Chair of St Mary’s Development
Trust
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News of Graduates
We are frequently emailed in by alumni of St. Mary’s Hospital wishing to post news
about reunion plans and to get in contact with former class fellows. If you are interested,
do not hesitate in emailing us at medgaz@imperial.ac.uk to put out an advertisement in
the next edition of the Gazette!

Class of 1988 Graduate? Get in Touch!
Hello St Mary‘s 1988
alumnus. As you may have
noticed it is 30 years since
we qualified and high time
therefore for a reunion and
celebration. We have taken
the liberty of organising a
reception on the evening
of
the
15th
of
September this year at
Chandos house, in the

centre of London and part of are able to attend by
the
Royal
Society
of contacting Ben Marshall
on bengmarshall@mac.com.
Medicine.
We have secured an outdoor We need a minimum of 40
courtyard and an indoor people to attend. Partners
room for £75 a head give us are welcome too. It would be
a barbecue supper and wonderful to get a good
plenty of drinks. We have the turnout
venue for 5 hours. Please Ben Marshall
could you let us know if you Class of 1988

Call for classmates of Dr Edward Anthony Griffiths
Dr Edward Anthony Griffiths,
who turned 90 last year,
would love to be contacted
by fellow graduates of the
same vintage.

but travels
regularly.

to

the

UK His neice, Dr Belinda Griffiths
(Class of 1982) is also happy
For those reading, he is to be contacted on his behalf
happy to be contacted via at hazeldog1@aol.com or on
email
at landline: 01189744201 or
her mobile: 07786863877
He is currently living in griffixxx@gmail.com.
Connecticut, USA where he
has retied from eye surgery
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Meetings for the St Mary’s Hospital Association 2017/18
The Annual General Meeting of the St Mary’s Hospital Association was held on Thursday 19th April 2018 at 6pm in
the Board Room, Clarence Memorial Wing, St Mary’s Hospital. Many thanks to all who could attend.
Please find below the minutes from the previous meeting, held on Tuesday 25th January 2018.

Minutes from the St. Mary’s Hospital Association Executive
Committee Meeting
Held in the Board Room,
Clarence Memorial Wing, St.
Mary’s Hospital on Tuesday
25th January 2018.

1. Minutes of Executive Committee
Meeting held on 10 October 2017

Entrance Scholarship (currently 2
for 3 years).
2018
/19

Agreed.

2019 2020 2021 2022
/20 /21 /22 /23

2. Matters arising from Minutes of
AGM, 22 September 2016.

Pinker 6000

5500 3500 2000 500

6.3 Payments towards the Student
Dr Gareth Tudor-Williams (Chairman) Union Presidential Sabbatical were
Mr Kevin Brown (Secretary)
now up to date to the current
academic year 2017/18.
Dr Michael Clarke (Treasurer)

Ed1800
wards

1500 900

300

300

Cockburn

1500 900

300

300

Present:

1800

Dr Jonathan Hoare (Vice-Chairman)

3. Outstanding Contribution Awards

Professor Averil Mansfield

Sophie von Widekind, Syra Dhillon
and James Palmer, the 2017 awardee
4.2 Outgoings on scholarships were
for the Outstanding Contributions
estimated to fall from £9,600 in
awards made at the Half way Dinner
2018/19 to £1,100 by 2022/23
were welcomed to the meeting and
spoke of their many and varied 4.3 Imperial College had also been
informed that, with effect from
activities which had led to them
this year, St Mary’s Hospital
being
honoured.
They
were
Association would no longer
congratulated on their achievements
sponsor
elective
grants
and they themselves thanked St
(previously
£2,000
pa).
Mary’s Hospital Association for its
support for student activities which 4.4 These savings would make it
helped to make these possible.
easier to safeguard the capital
and also make additional funds
4. Scholarships and Elective Awards
available for grants that would
4.1 Imperial
College had been
benefit the medical student body
informed that the number of
as a whole rather than benefit
eponymous
entrance
individual students, with the aim
scholarships would be reduced
of fostering friendships and an
to one per year, and be tenable
‘esprit de corps’ across the six
for one year only and that
years of medical. undergraduate.
existing commitments to current
and Rhys
scholarship holders would, of 4.5 Jonathan Hoare
Smith had discussed whether
course, be honoured., viz. Sir
there should also be changes to
George
Pinker
Entrance
the form of the eponymous
Scholarship (currently 3 tenable
scholarships, moving them from
for 4 years) Dr Harold Edwards
awards made by Imperial
Entrance Scholarship (currently 2
College on academic criteria
for 3 years) Dr Cockburn

Mr Alasdair Fraser
Mr David Hunt
Professor Robin Touquet
Dr Diane Smyth
Dr Rodney Rivers

Professor Dafydd Thomas
Miss Kathleen Fitzsimmons
Ali Ijaz (Gazette Editor)
Rhys Smith (ICSMSU President)
James Palmer (ICSMU Alumni Officer)
Rajiv Ark (ICSMSU Treasurer)
Syra Dhillon (ICSMSU Vice President)
Sophie von Widekind
Genevieve Hirsz (Drama Society)
Apologies:
Professor Nick Oliver, Dr Mike
Schachter,
Dr Mike Platt, Dan
Faehndrich (ICSMSU Clubs and
Societies), Anojan Adulananthan
(ICSM Alumni Association Chairman)
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TOTAL 9600
(£)

8500 5300 2600 1100
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and on the basis of essays
submitted to awards that
recognised contribution to the
School of Medicine community,
possibly at the end of the first
year and which might be made
at a St Mary’s Grand Round.
4.6 Daffyd Thomas as Chairman of
the St Mary’s Development
Trust reported that the
Development Trust would look
favourably on applications from
the students for St Mary’s
based academic activities, but
funding for social or cultural
activities was not within its
remit.
4.7 He further suggested that St
Mary’s Hospital Association
could apply to St Mary’s
Development Trust to ask the
Development Trust to take on
the future funding of the
eponymous scholarships, all of
which perpetuate the memory
of prominent St Mary’s figures.
5. Student Union Strategic Plan
5.1 Rhys Smith reported on recent
discussions within ICM Students’
Union on the formulation a
strategic plan for the next 3-5
years against a background of
curriculum changes and the likely
rise in medical student numbers.
5.2 With a rise in student numbers, it
was anticipated that
membership of clubs and
societies would also rise and it
was important that there should
be adequate facilities available to
allow clubs and societies to
retain their medical school
identity and attract medical
student members. The support
of the Association would be ever
more vital in this area.

6. Report of Gazette Editor
6.1 Ali Ijaz thanked the Association
for its continued support and
apologised for the unavoidable
late appearance of the latest
Gazette.
6.2 He was congratulated on the

latest issue. However, there had
been too many contributions
offered for the winter 2017 issue
and a number of excellent
articles, including one by
Professor Thomas on St Mary’s
Development Trust, had been
held over to the next issue to be
published in April 2018.
6.3 Robin Touquet reminded
the Gazette Editor that
Westminster Hospital
Medical School as well as St
Mary’s and Charing Cross
was a forerunner of ICSM
and of the Gazette.
6.4 Robin Touquet asked
whether all Imperial College
Healthcare NHS Trust
consultants received the
Gazette. It was felt that
Trust consultants could be
sent digital copies but if
they wished to receive
printed copies they should
be encouraged to join the
Association or ICSM Alumni
(with whom they could
then pay the extra to
receive hard copy rather
than the digital copy sent to
ICSM Alumni).
7. Grant applications
7.1 Water Polo for caps: £200
granted
7.2 Women’s Football for
training balls £200 granted
7.3 Ladies’ Hockey for kit £250
granted
7.4 Students Union Executive
Committee towards costs of
Away Weekend £500
granted

until more information was
received on the size and
influence of the club.
7.9 Tennis for kit and tour: not
funded on advice of
Students’ Union
7.10 Light Opera for 24 Hour
Opera in aid of an external
charity: not within remit
7.11 Heart Society: not within
remit
8. Any other business
8.1 Genevieve Hirsz reported
on progress with the plans
by the Drama Society for an
Armistice Day event on
Sunday 11 November 2018
at which the Great War
contributions of Mary’s
Men would be honoured. St
James Church, Sussex
Gardens and St Johns
Church, Hyde Park Crescent
were being considered as
venues.
8.2 Jonathan Hoare urged that
St Mary’s Hospital
Association should support
keeping the swimming pool
in the Medical School open.
The Chairman would write
in support of maintaining
this facility at St Mary’s.
8.3 Invitations to attend the
next Drama Society
production of The Crucible
would be sent out shortly
to members of the
Executive Committee.

Kevin Brown

7.5 Music Society for tour to
Malta: £350 granted
7.6 Cricket for net session at
Lords: £180 granted
7.7 Men’s Hockey for coaching:
£200 granted.
7.8 Dance for instructors: a
grant of £250 was deferred
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St Mary’s Hospital
Association

St Mary’s Development Trust
As the new chairman of the Trust I
have been asked to contribute a
short piece about it. Some of you
may not have heard of it and some
who have may not know what it
does. Its remit is to support teaching
and research at St Mary’s. It was set
up in the mid 1980s as the St Mary’s
Hospital
Medical
School
Development Trust. The then Dean,
Professor Peter Richards, was
concerned that after the fusion with
Imperial College, some donations
made to St Mary’s might be
transferred elsewhere.
So he lodged these donations within
the Trust, where they have remained
and the gains made by their careful
investment have been used to
support educational and research
projects t W2.
After the Royal Postgraduate Medical
School at the Hammersmith Hospital
and the Charing Cross Hospital joined
Imperial College 10 years ago, the
Trust was renamed: The St Mary’s
Development Trust.
Our trustees are senior medics within
the College and the Imperial
Healthcare NHS Trust, who work or
have worked at St Mary’s. Currently
they are: Professor Desmond
St Mary’s library in the Medical School building
Johnston; Professor Mark Thurz; Dr

Sir Roger Bannister Lecture Theatre
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Gareth Tudor-Williams and Mr David
Hunt. In addition, there are lay
members with financial or political
expertise including Baroness Barbara
Young of Old Stone, who has been
the chief executive of St Mary’s
Hospital. Previous chairmen include
Sir Roger Bannister and Professor

Averill Mansfield.

Recent projects we have helped
finance include: modernising and
refurbishing the main library in the
Medical School; upgrading the
clinical lecture theatre, now called
the Peter Richards Lecture Theatre;
creating the Sir Roger Bannister

St Mary’s Hospital
Association

Lecture Theatre and refurbishing the
students’ common room.
In addition, we are funding research
fellowships and part-funding senior
lecturerships. We are open to
applications for funding provided the
project will be on the St Mary’s site.
Research applications are assessed
by consulting independent, external
referees. We plan to work closely
with the much larger Imperial Health
Charity.
Recently, some alumni who have
many happy memories of their time
at St Mary’s have expressed their
wish to make a legacy in favour of The student common room at St Mary’s Hospital
the St Mary’s Development Trust,
Richard.viner@imperial.ac.uk
Anyone wishing to make a donation
or arrange a legacy should write to:
Richard Viner,
St Mary’s Development Trust,
The Faculty Building,
Imperial College
SW7 2AZ
The St Mary’s Development Trust
would also like to raise awareness of
a memorial service for Sir Roger
Bannister on the 3rd of
September 2018 from 4-5.30PM
(full details on page 25).

The old clinical lecture theatre

because by doing so they know that
their money will be looked after and
well spent at St Mary’s.

Professor Dafydd Thomas

Chairman of St Mary’s Development
Trust

Anyone wishing to apply for funding
should contact:
Dafydd.thomas@imperial.ac.uk

or
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Careers: Health Vowels and the worth of ‘Teams’
Life and health is yours, to have and
to hold, starting young when easier
to maintain:-

those who are vulnerable from
Alcohol, lack of Exercise or
Obesity (poor dIet) to
‘contemplate change’. Simply
telling patients meets with
resistance, even dismissal.
Planting ideas about the
benefits of improved health,
encouraging patients to think
things through for themselves,
is best.

‘A’ is for Alcohol, never in excess
watching both glass size and ABV
(Alcohol-By-Volume),
‘E’ is for Exercise, a sustainable must
–catalysing mental well-being too,
‘I’ is for Intake: dIet with lots of fruit
and greens
& for Inhalation – resisting smoking 3.
or worse Injection,
‘O’ is for Obesity, we must work to
prevent -for, in reality, a form of selfabuse,
‘U’ is for Understanding that YOU,
the patient (including the doctor
themselves),
are Ultimately responsible for your
own physical and mental health,
to help prevent Deterioration,
Despondency, Diabetes or worse
Dementia.

Having retired from Medicine in
2014, I have time to reflect
4.
(retirement = freedom). I remain
eternally grateful to Mary’s for
enabling me to deal with my own
health setbacks as ‘the patient’.
Hence, I have experienced health
from ‘the other-side’.
Healthy life-styles
pertinent to all
Medicine:-

1.

2.
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are especially
who practice

It is all too easy to lose one’s
fitness when over-committed
at work. However, we in
Medicine - first off - must look
after our own health, and be
conscious of our own lifestyles.
We must set the example to
our patients. Further, to use
patient contact to stimulate

5.

With Alcohol, doctors – and
especially medical students must have insight into the
reality that alcohol is a drug,
and that binge drinking makes
them, at the very least,
vulnerable. Consultants who
cannot have two-free-alcohol
days a week are perhaps
starting
to
develop
a
dependency that is only likely
to increase.
The proven
association of alcohol with
eight cancers (mouth, pharynx,
larynx, oesophagus, stomach,
liver, colon and breast) brings
home that there are no safe
limits, just safer limits!
Much publicity is now given to
different forms of Exercise and
different dIets. In reality, what
is important is sustainability.
Whatever
regime
is
undertaken this must suit that
particular patient, becoming a
way of life. What is right for
one, is not for another.
I confess that I could feel
aggrieved by Obese patients smoking and drinking –
blaming
the
medical
profession for all their
resultant
ills.
Whilst
professionally one must do
one’s best for all such patients
- without being judgemental patients must be encouraged
to help themselves. Obviously
this can be very difficult for
those finding little joy in life.

The real tragedy is they had so
little insight when young.
Hence the most important
‘Health Vowel’: ‘U’ for
Understanding.

Teams – for health maintenance.
We are of no use to our patients
when sick, nor are our colleagues.
We must not only look after our own
health, but also that of our
colleagues. In the Winter Gazette
2017, Vol 16:02, I detailed Mary’s ED
‘Early Years’ 1986-2001. I highlighted
the worth of ‘building Teams’ for
mutual support and resilience in
adversity.
I
told
the
‘Cherrybums’ (ED FY2’s), ‘Troops
don’t fight unless fed and watered’;
always have breakfast first, before
work. Further, encouraging them ‘to
look after your oppo’ – that is, look
after each other. FY2’s now rotate
through A&E every four months (no
longer six sadly) in the hospital world
of endless handovers, with the
demise of supportive medical ‘Firm’
structures (due to UK’s precise
enactment of EWTDs; the French
simply ignore them!).
Whilst Juniors must be robust and
resilient
(student
selection
committees note) - for taking on
patients’ problems is stressful
inevitably – Juniors must also be
valued (health maintenance), and
not feel isolated or vulnerable.
Doctors are human beings too.
Medicine is ‘a way of life for life’ not just another degree - for
dropping out of Medicine is such a
waste!
Thanks to our ICHT Arts Committee
(Chair, Lucy Zacaria) ED Teams 1-50,
covering 1986 – 2011, are now on
show, main corridor first floor QEQM
wing. The Teams demonstrate what
is achievable. This Team building
continues with four monthly Team
photographs/Teams, facilitated by Dr

Careers

Wendy Matthews.

Emergency Medicine - as the career
option - is enhanced by ‘Team
building’. Teams enable Juniors to be
supported and nurtured, building
their medical self-confidence on firm
foundations.

these mutually-supportive Teams.
They must be seen by Juniors to be
able to mature gracefully (i.e.
happily), being attractive role
models: capable of giving of their
best until retirement.
This is
facilitated by adaptable job-plans
reflecting their age-related abilities

(remembering aging comes to us all),
encouraging sustainable good health.

Robin Touquet
Emeritus Professor of Emergency
Medicine

Likewise EM Consultants - for career
sustainability - are enmeshed in

Careers: Medicine in the USA
Dr Yannis Reissis, ICSM alumni, talks to us about how he made his journey to practising in
the USA as well as some top tips for those looking to make it across the pond. Dr Reissis
has recently secured a surgical residency placement at John Hopkins University and offers
up his personal experiences.
I was asked to write a short careers
piece on applying for residency in the
US. The truth is, I could write a whole
book on what I’ve learnt over the last
4 years! There is no shortage of
articles and presentations in the BMJ,
online or at Imperial careers talks
that will take you through all the
steps involved and give you practical
tips for succeeding.
If you’re someone who is going to
make it to the US, you’ll be able to 2.
find all this out for yourself. Instead,
here, I will share with you some of
my more personal thoughts on what
has been a life-changing journey for
me. Ultimately, I think I succeeded
due to 3 things:

3.

1.

I believe in what training in the
US has to offer. And that belief
gave me the most important
thing: a long-term goal and a
sense of purpose. And I
decided to go for it 100%.
Whether you want to stay in

the UK (which, on a side note,
with the residents and
has given me so much and I am
consultants you meet on your
forever grateful to Imperial
electives, they will prove to be
and to the NHS) or go abroad,
your most valuable contacts.
decide where you see yourself
So feel free to get in touch with any
in 5 years’ time and go for it.
questions you may have, and
Not to say you need to decide
good luck with whatever you
at medical school, but I think it
decide to pursue!
helps - your 20s are the most
productive years of your
professional life.
Dr Yannis Reissis MBBS BSc (Hons)
Email: yannis.reissis@gmail.com
I kept organised. To the point
where I planned most, if not
all, aspects of my life around For all ICSM students wishing to seek
my goal of going to the US. For further help, we advise you contact
example, I chose rotations in Imperial Careers Services for advice.
my F1 year that I knew would
give me more time to study for
my USMLE Step 2CK, and I
avoided having too many other
commitments so that I could
focus on planning the next
step in the process.
I didn’t do it alone. Should you
choose to go down the US
route, you will, as I did, seek
advice from those who have
done it before. Much like at
ICSM, those of us who have
been through it are always
willing and happy to share
advice and introduce you to
other influential people – it’s
the American way! And
remember to stay in touch
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Careers: Changes to Junior Doctor Training
An update on hospital training for junior doctors
Carolyn Gabriel, Head of Career Development, provides information on the proposed
changes to pathways for training that will impact future doctors from ICSM
It has been quite hard to keep up to
date with discussions about changes
in career pathways in the last couple
of years, not only because all the
documents published are hugely long
and circumlocutious (something
beaten out of me by my PhD
supervisor, who used the word twice
in my first week, prompting me to
look it up and to try not to be it
again). This piece describes my
personal interpretation of where we
are now, apologies in advance if
there are any human errors.

•giving maximum flexibility in the
early years of training to permit pluripotential training (ie a longer broad
training before specialization)

It was also suggested that boundaries
between primary and secondary care
should be softened, that full
registration should be at the end of
medical school (rather than after F1)
and various other recommendations
(19 in total). As far as I can tell, full
registration at medical school has

More than five years ago, Medical
Education England, an independent
advisory body commissioned by the
Secretary of State for Health
commissioned a review to look at
junior doctor training and whether
this needed to change to meet
changing needs of patients, society
and health services. Prof David
Greenaway – Prof of Economics
(note this) & Vice Chancellor of
Nottingham University – was
Professor Sir David Greenway, Profesappointed to lead this and “Shape of
Training - Securing the future of sor of Economics at the University of
excellent patient care” was published Nottingham
in late 2013.
been put on hold, but the national
exam, the UK Medical Licensing
Assessment
(UKMLA),
to
be
introduced from 2022 at the time of
medical
school
finals,
could
conceivably make it easier to make
this switch. Interestingly, a question
has been raised about whether this
exam might be structured to reflect
The review describes a framework workforce requirements – e.g. to
for ‘delivering change with minimum contain more about primary care at a
disruption to the NHS’ including
time when GP training is under•supporting management of medical subscribed etc.
emergencies, chronic diseases and
the needs of an ageing society
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Prof Greenaway’s suggestions were
for F1 & F2 to essentially continue as
they are, then for broader training to
occur, with shared generic skills,
before further specialisation. He
suggested there should be the
opportunity for at least one year
research/education/specialty training
for all. As well as ensuring that most
doctors would be trained in generic
medical skills (so there would be
much higher pool of doctors to
partake in unselected on-calls) a to a
higher level than now, this would

Careers

also optimize the possibility for
doctors to
transfer between
specialties – so juniors could switch
more quickly to specialties where
there was local need.

There has been an enormous amount
of debate and discussion since then.
The “Shape of Training Steering
Group” published their findings in
summer 2017, having engaged with
11 Royal Colleges and other
‘stakeholders’ over three years. This
publication aimed to suggest policy
proposals to health ministers. They
describe (in a hugely repetitive way),
the
practical
implications
of
implementing proposed changes
whilst continuing to run the NHS.
Clearly this is a tough ask.
Importantly, they stress that any
changes must ensure that medical
careers continue to be fulfilling and
sustainable. They haven’t actually
defined what will happen yet though,
they have just stated that the Royal
Colleges will develop new curricula
and training pathways.

The Royal College of Surgeons, along
with 10 other Royal Colleges have engaged with the Shape of Training Steering Group to help guide policies on
curriculum and training

A new word – ‘credentialing’ – has
cropped up, of which I honestly
remain uncertain of the absolute
meaning. I think it’s the additional
credentials that the Royal Colleges
deem a trainee would need to be
fully trained in a specialty, which
would be monitored by the GMC. At

The medical education pathway for doctors in training across the UK
Source: GMC 2015

present we have ‘requirements for
CCT (certificate of completion of
training)’ i.e. the competencies you
need to be ready for a GP or
consultant post. My understanding is
that
‘credentials’
will
be
competencies gained post-CST (the
new Certificate of Specialist training).
It all remains a little opaque at
present.

The Royal Colleges have indeed
proposed new curricula – some to be
implemented as soon as August 2019
(e.g. Royal College of Physicians),
others as pilot training programmes
(e.g. Royal College of Surgeons).
Suffice to say, that in terms of
training hospital physicians, things
will change for virtually all of you, so
that you will be trained in ‘internal
medicine’ whether you wish to
become a neurologist, an oncologist,
a cardiologist or a gastroenterologist,
unlike now. Some of this is actually
similar to the past, where most of us
were medical registrars (i.e. STs) for
at least a year after our SHO posts
(CT) before sub-specialising. That has
changed over the last 15 years, so
that specialty training had become
earlier, resulting in there being fewer
juniors to partake in on-call
unselected take rotas and inherent
discontent and burnout for those
who were. During this time of course,
came
a
period
of
fairly
unprecedented
dissatisfaction
amongst junior doctors, including the

strikes of 2016 regarding the new
junior doctor contract, but actually
reflecting an inherent dissatisfaction
with working practices. It is quite
possible that things might improve
for all with the new proposals. I really
hope they do. A big difference is that
internal medicine training will now
also be integrated within specialty
training too, so that most of you, if
hospital physicians, will be fully
trained in both your specialty
(e.g.neurology)
plus
general
medicine. One can only presume that
a proportion of consultant posts will
therefore be joint posts, covering
both.

The RCS have proposed a pathway
called
“Improving
Surgical
Training” (IST, pilot due to start this
August, 2018), to ‘equip trainees to
deliver unselected general surgery’ –
essentially, to train more general
surgeons and therefore, presumably,
fewer sub-specialists. Like hospital
medicine, surgical training had
become more and more specialized
earlier in recent years, resulting in
fewer trainees able to deliver the
unselected acute and elective
general surgical care. I have really
tried to work out the agenda of the
IST pathway, which talks a lot about
improving education and supervision,
using more simulation and also,
crucially I think, inter and multidisciplinary working.
It seems
notable to me that they mention this
33
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sultants (who have the CCT) might be
more highly trained in their specialty
that future consultants (who will
have the CST). But you’re a consultant for a long time, and we would be
daft not to admit that current consultants learn a great deal on the job
and attain additional sub-specialty
expertise post-CCT.

Model for proposed physician training for dual CCT

‘represents an opportunity for trusts
to develop an alternative workforce
model, maximising productive training time and making use of the focused specialisms of members of the
extended surgical team’ and I can
only personally interpret this as that
the plan is for non-medically-trained
practitioners to be doing what some
surgical trainees are doing now. So
for surgical trainees numbers to
gradually decline. I may be wrong
though.

The Royal College of General Practitioners proposed their training programme increase from three to four
years to upskill the workforce, particularly regarding the management of
frailty and multiple comorbidity in an
aging population, but the steering
group have rejected this. They also
mention that ‘the role of the GP will
change in the future with more emphasis on the leadership and management of multidisciplinary teams
in the community’. This, together
with the planned blurring of primary/
secondary care boundaries, seems to
predict that the GP of the future will
have a different role from those currently. Hopefully this will be a positive change that might address the
issues that have led to the current
GP workforce crisis.

Shape of Training suggested that
‘psychiatrists need more training in
medicine’ and that other specialists
need more training in mental health
34

issues. I cannot see a comment from
the Royal College of Psychiatrists
(RCPsych) in the Steering Committee
publication. But the RCPsych site
does have an update from October
2017 on training, from their workforce unit, and I cannot determine
there are any significant changes in
the training pathway from now.

The other colleges have all published
their plans too, apologies I don’t
have the space to describe them all,
but the Shape of Training Steering
Group document describes these and
the individual Royal College websites
also generally make a comment. For
some, the conclusions have not yet
been reached as discussions are still
underway.

The BMA have expressed partial support for the proposed changes

There is some unhappiness about it
though. The BMA supports some of
the changes proposed, but not all.
Overall training is not allowed to be
prolonged, so of course, training
more broadly for longer means that
specialty training is shortened, or
some of it will be pushed to postCST. Which implies that current con-

Maybe it will result in a happier time
during your post-graduate training
than that of the current junior doctors, possibly bringing back the cohesive and inclusive training structure
experienced by doctors in the past.
The longer you stay in the NHS, the
more you realise that changes often
move in a circular fashion – many of
the current changes are bringing
back a training pathway more similar
to that taken my myself and my contemporaries. I’ll try to keep you updated as more developments unfold
in the coming year or so.

Dr Carolyn Gabriel
Head of Career Development and
Consultant Neurologist
Photo credits:
https://
ukmlaforums.com/2018/01/08/gmc
-announces-ukmla/
https://www.venues-london.co.uk/
royal-college-of-surgeons-to-hosthigh-tea-venue-showcase/
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Why medical students deserve better learning resources
Yezen is an FY2 doctor in London who is passionate about cognitive science, medical
education and the development of scale-able evidence based solutions.
I In recent years, question banks have
emerged as king when it comes to
providing interactive and iterative
training in order to get it up to scratch.
Research has shown that the ‘testing
effect’
significantly
improves
knowledge retention in significantly
less time than simply reading
textbooks over and over again. We all
know colleagues who’ve spent
hundreds of hours ‘blitzing through’
questions and then repeating them
endlessly, until the process is no more
than simple recall without any
appreciation of the underlying subject In this article, we explore the key
matter.
issues surrounding current question
banks. I will not be discussing
practical
aspects
of
training
(although
they
are
hugely
important), but instead focus on ways
in which medical students gain and
integrate knowledge outside of the
clinical setting.

The content problem
My interest in cognitive science was
sparked during my iBSc year in
neuroscience. As I ploughed deeper
into learning science and related
research, I began to realise that our
reliance on question banks was
fundamentally flawed, and that there
was in fact a lot of things wrong with
the system we had inherited from
‘the guy in the year above’. Namely,
they can be a waste of valuable time –
exploring
poorly
constructed,
irrelevant knowledge that doesn’t
cater to today’s medical students.
Furthermore, despite delivering on
research supporting the testing effect,
they can fall short in terms of
developing the two skills students
really need as doctors: developing
clinical reasoning and retention of key
facts that can be integrated into the
above process.

Any discussion pertaining to question
quality needs to be contextualized in
the short-term, we need to pass our
exams and therefore require
questions similar to our exams in order
to help us prepare. In the long-term,
we need to develop our ’cognitive’
skills as doctors and learn how to
work through clinical cases, pick out

important information, weigh that
information and make clinically valid
decisions that are best for our
patients.

In the past few years, most medical
schools have been transitioning
towards examining students on
concepts relevant to clinical practice
and trying to put students in a
doctors’ shoes. This has been typified
by an increased frequency of
questions like ’Which of the following
is the most likely diagnosis/next best
investigation/
definitive
management/
definitive
investigation’ sometimes involving
two to three step questions,
mimicking real-life scenarios. As
such, the skills that we sometimes
delay developing as students, by
focusing on question banks, are being
increasingly tested in most medical
school exams. Thus, the risk one takes
is that the fact learnt from a bank
may not be the one that arises in the
exams.

A large number of current resources can
fall behind in terms of accurately
reflecting
current
examination
practices, as well as not being terribly
useful for our development as
doctors. Examples of this include the
prevalence of poorly constructed

A typical multiple choice question format
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negative questions that ask you to
pick out which of the following is
NOT an example of X out of a long
list. Others include an excessive
reliance on memorization of
guidelines (most of which don’t
feature heavily in exams—but
instead expect you to understand the
principles behind the guidelines).
Finally, although knowledge of some
‘niche’ syndromes is relevant at an
undergraduate level and can be
tested, most of the time it is simply
enough to know how to recognise the
features of the syndrome, rather than
delve into the intricacies of the
condition (Some will disagree but I
would argue that this is more useful for
general interest and for those who However, if we turn to research in
wish to develop a good basis for post cognitive psychology, the true value
-graduate exams)
of the testing effect lies in the
student’s ability to recall the
information, rather than recognise it
A final point for those who are just from a list.
embarking on their clinical careers is
that one of the key reasons tests work
is that they provide real-time
feedback. A number of resources
currently do not tell you WHY your
answer is wrong. The value of
corrective feedback lies in its ability
to continually push you in the right
direction.
Without
specific
explanations about why you’re
wrong, general notes can be
frustrating to scan through why you
went wrong and is undoubtedly
more time-consuming.

method to memorise a lot of
information. This is echoed by some
American studies that have shown
that higher USMLE Step 1 scores are
more strongly associated with a
number of flash-cards answered than
the number of board-style questions
attempted.

The structure problem
Therefore, it is true that students do
Are question banks structured in a learn from doing questions, but if we
way that truly promotes effective want to go a step further and
learning?
actually use questions to memorise
As previously noted, question banks large amounts of information (a
make use of a powerful evidence- useful and worthy goal as previously
based learning mechanism: the indicated), then other forms of
testing
effect.
Research
has learning resources such as flashconsistently shown that students cards may be more suited for this
who elect to use online quizzes role.
performed better in summative
examinations.
The bottom line here is that doing
questions is not the optimum
36

This brings us to a powerful learning
technique called spaced repetition,
often utilised by programs such as
Anki. Spaced repetition is a
technique for efficient memorisation
and practise of skills where instead
of doing a lot of work quickly, each
item’s practises are automatically
spread out over time, with increasing
durations as one learns the item.
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Students who used spaced repetition
have been shown to outperform 67%
of those who learn by mass
presentation given the same number

of practise episodes. It is a powerful
learning technique that is probably
the most efficient way to memorise a
large amount of information (an
inescapable truth of medical school).

Do we still need to learn a lot of facts
if we’re being tested on our ability to
make decisions? Absolutely. Decision
-making is content specific. This
means that in order to make a
decision, you need to have the
relevant information at your fingertips. There is a big debate in
educational circles (particularly at a
school level) about whether or not
we should be teaching children
’transferable skills’ or teaching them
’facts’ like country names, times
tables and grammar. Time and time
again, it has been shown that facts
matter. You can’t get your head
around the treatment of heart failure
without
knowing
what
the
determinants of cardiac output are.
Some studies have gone further to
show that improved decision making
is associated with a better ability to
recall key content-specific facts
(albeit in non-medical careers such
as pilots). Problems with traditional
spaced repetition include:


cards (but thankfully there are important topics that just aren’t
a lot of resources available to covered (and do come up!). Also,
download pre-made decks)
there is this issue with students
trying to flit between demanding
Difficulty finding out ‘what you
course requirements and racking up
need to know’ by just copying
enough time on online platforms. Are
down random facts from a big
we caught between two cruel
textbook. It prevents you from
mistresses?
looking at things at a ‘macro’
level. What is the big picture
here?
Moving forward, this problem has
wider implications for how we train
doctors. Time is of the essence, and
The author has used flashcard
this is not just true for revising
programs throughout medical school
students. Curriculums are getting
and while I am a fervent supporter of
more congested, science is moving at
their benefits, I also feel that they
a blistering pace and there is an
need to be used in conjunction with
increasing focus on ensuring medical
other learning methods in order to
students are practically minded
utilise their full benefit.
individuals who have good clinical
skills and can live up to the demands
to the workplace they are dropped
The integration problem
into following a five year study-fest.
A final point that is worth making is
the incongruence between medical
school resources and externally
provided technologies. A number of
medical schools are still very much
behind the times in terms of what
technology can offer to students
today.

Therefore, rather than continually
ploughing through week-long lecture
weeks where students are forced to
sit down and listen for 8 hours a day,
we should think how we can use
technology to complement the
current curriculum, free up time for
discussion and ultimately develop a
more enjoyable, relevant and easier
This has practical implications for path for those in training.
students. As useful as external
question banks can be to the
I think this can be addressed through
The large amount of time preparation for exams, there are a few approaches. The first step is
taken to create these flash always going to be a small number of engaging with local medical school
communities to provide high-quality,
curated resources catered to each
medical school. Ultimately, we need
to engage with medical schools to
provide
top-class
educational
resources that are relevant, userfriendly to align our short-term (pass
exams) and long term goals (become
excellent doctors).

Yezen Sammaraiee
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Features: Tales From the Archives
Hero of a Hospital Battle: John Wells, a doctor who gave his life
for science
Kevin Brown, St. Mary’s archivist, writes about the inspiring J. H. Wells and his life’s
short but valuable work
likely to contribute materially to the
progress of pathology, while those
who knew him personally must
inevitably feel the loss of a friend
possessed of such attractive qualities
as those of Dr. Wells.’
Wells’ microscope is now on display
in the Alexander Fleming Laboratory
Museum. It was donated by his
grandson about 12 years ago,
together with some photographs of
the Inoculation Department in its
early days. Most visitors will pass it
by but for those who ask about it
there is a story behind it, as indeed
there is with most things in the
Museum.

student he was demonstrator in
physiology, histology and pathology
before qualifying in 1903 with the
Conjoint Board. He then served as
house physician to Sidney Philips
before gaining his MB, BS from the
University of London. Philips was
noted
for
being
a
sound
diagnostician and good teacher
though he was less effective in his
treatment of patients. Wells then
spent two years in general practice in
Ealing as assistant to Guthrie Caley.
All of this gave him experience of
clinical work and a comprehensive
knowledge of
physiology and
pathology but his great love was
research.

Born in Leicester in 1879, Wells
In 1906 Wells returned to St Mary’s
entered St Mary’s Hospital Medical
to work in Almroth Wright’s newly
It takes a special dedication to School in 1897 with an entrance
established Inoculation Department.
medical research to not only sacrifice scholarship in natural sciences. As a
It was perhaps the ideal environment
your life to it, but also to continue
with your research so that lessons
can be learnt from your last and fatal
illness. Such was the case with John
Herbert Wells, one of the brilliant
young men attracted to work in
Almroth
Wright’s
Inoculation
Department of St Mary’s Hospital,
who contracted glanders while he
was studying it. It is a truism that the
young always die young, but even
allowing for the hyperbole of
contemporary obituaries, he was
acknowledged to have been one of
the ablest of the young researchers
surrounding Wright and the one of
the most likely to achieve great
things had he lived:
J. H. Wells 1879-1909

‘He had already done more than is
achieved by most young men of his Almroth Wright (front row, centre) and the staff of the inoculation department
age, and by general acceptance was
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for Wells. Founded as a semiautonomous research institute allied
to a general hospital, Wright’s
department was concerned with
what would now be called
translational medicine before the
buzzword had been invented.
Vaccine, therapy, the use of vaccines
to treat as well as prevent bacterial
infection, was the cornerstone of the
work although much of its work did
not lead to the great breakthroughs
anticipated by Wright. For Wells, it
afforded the opportunity to link his
clinical experience and knowledge
with therapeutic medical research.
As an emerging science, bacteriology,
still in its infancy, was an exciting
new area of research and seemed to
offer a way forward in medicine.
Among his colleagues in the
Inoculation Department were John
Freeman and Leonard Noon, who
were to specialise in allergic
disorders
and
establish
the
international reputation of the
Allergy Department at St Mary’s. Like
Wells, Noon was fated to an early
death, dying of tuberculosis at the
age of 35 in 1913 after seminal work
on the subject of hay fever. Other
students ‘gathered into Sir Almroth
Wright’s net’ included David CarmaltJones, William Parry Morgan,
Leonard Colebrook and Alexander
Fleming,
whose
discovery of
penicillin in 1928 was to make him
the best known of all. Wright,
dubbed the ‘godfather of British
microbiology, inspired them to work
long hours, often through the night
enlivened only with his midnight
teatimes in the departmental library
where he regaled them with
monologues on literature, science
politics, music or whatever subject
he felt like pontificating on at the
time. There were also team building
weekends
away
at
Leonard
Colebrook’s cottage at Kimmeridge
near Swanage where they would
swim, rock climb and walk.

An artistic depiction of the staff in the
inoculation department centred around
‘The godfather of British microbiology’

Professor of Pathology at the Army
Medical School at Netley, he had
developed an agglutination test for
Malta fever though his courage or
foolhardiness in testing on himself
the efficacy of a vaccine he
developed for it was to result in him
infecting himself with undulating
fever. More successful was his
development of the first effective
typhoid vaccination, a lifesaver the
First World War.
A formidable
fighter for what he believed in, he
was continually mired in controversy,
battling with the medical profession
whom he believed needed to be
taught how to be useful, statisticians
and the military forces to get his
typhoid vaccine accepted by the
military, politicians and generals for
his criticism of military medical
organisation and use of antiseptics in
the First World War, and he even
took on the might of the suffragette
movement for his opposition to the
role of women in professional life.
Wright was linked with literary and
political society and inspired the
character of Sir Colenso Ridgeon in
his friend George Bernard Shaw’s
play The Doctors Dilemma.

one of the first institutions in the
United Kingdom to take research into
the clinical domain; he was
instrumental in the foundation of the
Medical Research Council; and his
ideas on vaccine therapy were seen
throughout the world as the way
forward in medicine in the 1900s,
though they proved to be more of a
cul de sac than the high road to
scientific medicine he had envisaged.
A renaissance figure who moved
between the arts and sciences, he
was in touch with the major currents
of European scientific thought sat an
important time in the history of
bacteriology and attempted to
reconcile the cellular theories of Elie
It was a stimulating and congenial
Metchnikoff and the humoral
environment for Wells. He began
theories of Robert Koch, Paul von
what was intended to be his
Behring and Paul Ehrlich. As

Sir Almroth Wright was an influential
figure in British medicine and society
in the first half of the twentieth
century.. He created at St Mary’s
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the beginning with admirable
courage; no one could have endured
pain and suffering more patiently,
exhibited more cheerful humour
whenever free from actual pain,
been ready to acknowledge his
friends' attentions with more
charming courtesy and to forget his
own condition in his interest in their
doings and welfare.’

Wells and his fellow housemen in 1903

pioneering work on glanders, a
horse disease caused by the
bacterium Burkholderia mallei, in
February 1908. Whilst carrying out
his glanders research, Wells became
infected with the glanders bacillus
when he accidentally inoculated
himself
with
the
bacterium.
Infection of laboratory workers with
glanders was rare but not unknown
in those days when laboratory
hygiene procedures were primitive
by modern standards. At first he was
not aware of his infection until the
symptoms began to show. He was
then diagnosed from observations
upon the opsonic index, a diagnostic
method developed by Wright
Wells suffered with his illness for
eighteen months. His illness was
characterised by fever, myalgia,
headache, fatigue, diarrhoea, skin
ulcers, inflammation of the mucous
membranes in the upper respiratory
tract and weight loss. There was no
proper treatment for it at the time,
although attempts were made to use
all the resources of modern
medicine. In Wright’s laboratory that
meant the production of autogenous
vaccines to stimulate the body’s own
immune system to fight against
infection.
An
instinctive
immunologist, Wright had no
sympathy for any other forms of
40

.Wells died on 16 October 1909,
leaving a widow, ‘who could barely
be persuaded to leave his bedside’,
and two young children un-provided
for and in need of financial help. An
appeal for their aid was launched
head by the former prime minister
Arthur Balfour, the Earl of Dalhousie,
Lord Justice Fletcher, Moulton, H.A.
Harben (Chairman of St Mary’s
Hospital) and
Almroth Wright.
treatment such as chemotherapy and
Letters were written to the
believed that his methods and ideas
newspapers appealing for public
were the only way forward.
support.
Although often too ill to work, Wells
At the time of his death aged only 30,
made valiant efforts to study the
it was written of John Wells that ‘his
pathology of his own illness. He also
life was rich with promise and laid
read widely in philosophy for the first
down with manly fortitude as the
year of his illness as he had an
penalty of his scientific zeal’. Sadly
appreciation for wider culture that
his promise was not really realised.
was typical of many of the scientists
His work on glanders, which was to
of his day. When he became unable
be eradicated from the United
to concentrate on anything else, he
Kingdom in 1928, did not progress far
looked forward to the visits of his
enough to bear fruit. Wells himself
friends. However for the last two
‘never looked back once nor
months of his life he was too ill to
regretted that he had undertaken the
work, he had no hope of recovery
work which had hurt him.’ It is
and his ‘end was accounted almost a
difficult to assess what he would
merciful release from suffering. It
have achieved with a longer life. His
was said that ‘he faced things from
story, though, is a reminder of the
costs to the individual of scientific
research in the early days of
bacteriology. It could cut a life short.

Kevin Brown
Trust Archivist and Alexander
Fleming Laboratory Museum Curator
Imperial College Healthcare NHS
Trust
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The Lewis Caroll Memorial Ward for children
Stephen France goes through the history of the, now closed, Lewis Caroll Memorial Ward
at St. Mary’s Hospital, its origins and how funding was acquired by a famous author
The Times signed by numerous
notable people of the time including
the then Prime Minister Ramsey
MacDonald,
opposition
leader
Stanley Baldwin, Winnie-the-Pooh
author A A Milne and the original
“Alice”, Mrs Alice Hargreaves, whose
family became friends with Carroll
(whose real name was Charles
Ludwidge Dodson) in the 1850s when
she was a young girl. Lewis Carroll’s
writing case was also donated to the
Hospital.

Preliminary notice of a matinée held
at the St James’ Theatre in aid of the
Lewis Carroll Memorial Ward for Children. The matinée was attended by
the Duchess of York who said that the
Recently
workmen
uncovered books were the favourite of the
original tiling from The Lewis Carroll Queen Elizabeth II when she was a
Memorial Ward that showed scenes
child
The Holly Lodge Dramatic and Musical
Club handbill for a performance of “To
Have the Honour”, a play by A A Milne

from
“Alice’s
Adventure
in
Wonderland” and “Though the when renovating
the CruiseAid
Looking Glass” at St Mary’s Hospital Ward used house patients with HIV.
The Lewis Carroll Ward opened in
1937
by
Queen
Elizabeth
(incidentally on the same day as
Salton House and the Lindo Wing)
and closed in the late eighties when
children’s services were transferred
to the newly built Queen Elizabeth
the Queen Mother Wing at St Mary’s
Hospital.

Preliminary notice of a Varsity Ball to
be held at the Dorchester, Park Lane,
in aid of the Lewis Carroll Memorial
Ward for Children

Prior to 1948 and the advent of the
NHS, the Lewis Carroll Ward was
funded, like much of the rest of St
Mary’s Hospital, by subscription and
appeals. The original appeal for the
Ward took place in 1932 and aimed
to raise £10000. The Ward was first
suggested by Lewis Carroll’s nephew,
Bertram Collingwood, who was
Professor of Physiology at St Mary’s
Hospital Medical School. A letter to

Alice taking advice from a caterpillar

To raise this amount a Ball was held
at the Dorchester Hotel, a Special
Matinee was held at the Dorchester,
the Holly Lodge and Musical Club
held a production written by A A
Milne, an appeal for donations was
held and children, their toys and pets
were given the opportunity to join
the Helpers of Wonderland League,
in which they subscribed an amount
of one shilling which went towards
the Ward.

Stephen France
Assistant Trust Archivist
Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust
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Top 10 Innovations to improve medical school
By Mala Mawkin
With the millennials out the picture now and “Generation Z” students taking over ICSM,
it is time to think o ways to engage the incoming students who expect the best from
technology when they arrive. Here are our top 10 ideas:

1.

Virtual Reality firms
Firms can be a tough experience for young medical students– we need to ease them in gently
with a selection of virtual reality experiences. Put your headset on and immerse yourself in a 3
hour psych ward round or perhaps even have a go at following around the F1 for an hour.

2.

Hologram patients
It can be quite nerve-wracking to take a history from a
patient at first and the actors are expensive to keep
bringing in for students to practise on. Time to get
holograms in and be able to practise your hisstory taking
and breaking bad news skills on them! These hologram
companions can then score your communication skills at
the end (almost like a game) and be programmed to give
you personalised feedback.

3.

Go Pro sign off to replace eforms
A Currently we get all our sign offs done on the eforms app on our iPads. But, what if in the future
we all have a Go Pro attached to us and live stream our performance direct to the FEO HQ. No
more need for signatures– video evidence is the way forward!

4.

An app that tells you about all the patient signs that
are in the hospital to check out
AT THE INTERVIEW: I relish the idea of transferring the skills
that I acquired at medical school to a new field, while I am
also fascinated by the many ethical dilemmas that arise in
medicolegal cases.
IN REALITY: I just want to stand up in a courtroom and
shout “I object!”

5.

Consultant tracking device
Never again will students be running around hospital and
desperately calling secreatries for their timetable. A simple
tracking device means we never lose them after the ward
round again.
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6.

Shuttle bus - teleport into firms
This one is simple. No need for the bus to St. Peter’s...instead
merely teleport straight into firms.

7.

Diagnosis
One day it would be amazing to have a single probe that just diagnoses the patient without you
doing any work! How simple life would be...

8.

Lectuer - Panopto upgrade
Ever watching an amazing lecture back on Panopto and wish you could watch a similar one
next. Wouldn’t it be incredible if you Panopto gave you personalised recommendations on what
to watch next (e.g. To do with your exams coming up). We could also have fun adverts for
lectures coming soon– have we found the solution for lecture attendance?

9.

Blackboard and Amazon’s Alexa team up
If Blackboard and Alexa teamed up, Alexa could get our
timetable and wake us up in the mornings accordingly.
Alexa could keep us prepared for firms and
exams...perhaps by buying all the stuff we need for that
firm/revisin from Amazon with us needing to. Textbooks
delivered straight to your door.

10.

Forget iPad exams, future examiners will be robots
There are countless benefits of making things automated and that includes examiners. Avoid
the viva grilling by that renal professor and replace them
with a much smarter machine.
Mala Mawkin
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Futuristic Healthcare and Medical Education
Dr Naila Kamal talks about the future of healtcare and how that will impact upon the
future of teaching medical students
As a teenager, many moons ago, my and interacted with by a person. That
favourite Sci-Fi program was Star person
Trek. The most fascinating part for
me was when Captain Kirk would
say, ‘Beam me up Scottie’.
Little did I know that I would be witnessing the era of Holographic transportation which almost mirrors the
imagination of the science fiction
writers nearly four decades ago. Now
mixed reality HoloLens technology is
being used to consult with surgeons
in other parts of the world while in
the
operating
theatre.
(www.bbc.com/click).

It is being used in USA to holoport
clinicians to patient’s bedside in care
homes. Telehealth, virtual health and
mhealth solutions are becoming an
acceptable models of delivery of
healthcare. Artificial Intelligence or
machine learning is revolutionizing
many aspects of medical remits. Radiology has seen a huge potential in
reporting images using a Big Data
approach where pathologies are
stored and immediate interpretation
can be made. Virtual reality is the
term used to describe a threedimensional, computer generated
environment which can be explored
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difference between new ways of doing things before and now is the
speed of change. By the time our
medical student is going to graduate
through the six year MBBS course,
there would have been several iterations of change in medical technologies that are now an integral part of
the way we learn, teach, train and
practice medicine. There is apprebecomes part of this virtual world or
hension amongst some regarding
is immersed within this environment
robots taking over the tasks done by
and whilst there, is able to manipuhumans. However counter argulate objects or perform a series of
actions. Virtual reality allows us to
take virtual risks in order to gain real
world experience. Imperial College
had a presence in Second Life with
the Queens Tower land marking the
site. My avatar as ‘drdolittle’ makes
frequent teleportation to likes of
Mayo clinic, Harvard and Stanford
also in Second Life. In Spain, teenage
ments justify the need to engage
GUM clinics were run in Second Life
with the technological innovations.
to facilitate anonymous consultaThe medical technologies are in the
tions.
hands of humans who may use them
Another example of use of technolo- to bring efficiency in delivery reducgy in medical education is the use of ing waste, effectiveness in achieving
augmented and mixed reality in outcomes and economy in working
anatomy and pathology. Their use in within cost effective models. Like in
interpreting the MRI scan of patients any other industry, the use of techwith cancers before surgery provides nology and the new ways of practica better understanding of spread of ing medicine, have to be under a
disease and thus decisions regarding strict code of ethical framework and
approach to surgery.
regulatory scrutiny that oversee their
use. My message for both the educationists and learners is to engage
whole heartedly in the positive disruptive change to keep up with what
you will be expected to work with
literally as soon as tomorrow in many
cases.

(Ref: Utube videos- Free access.)
Lecturing on disruptive technologies
is my favourite past time these days
as I have come to realise that there is
an urgent need to raise awareness
amongst both the healthcare work
force and the educators that the

Dr Naila (Siddiqui) Kamal
MBBS FRCOG CertASLAT (Imperial) M ED (Imperial)
FHEA, SQIL (Harvard)
Gynaecologist LNWH Trust NHS.
Senior (Hon) Lecturer Imperial School of Medicine
Associate Director Medical Education LNWHT
Deputy Chair Quality Committee NWS CCG.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/naila-siddiqui-kamalb2a32421/
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Good? Yes. Mexican? Maybe not.
Resident foodie Mike Abou-Abdallah stumbles his way through an experience at one of
Hammersmih and Fulham’s many fine late-night restaurants
We’ve all been there:

your excitement as your prayers are
answered. With burgers, Mexican
Wednesday night, the clock strikes
mains and desserts, there is
12. You’re stood in the Slug drinks
something to please everyone, sober
queue yet again, having only just
or otherwise.
smashed your 4 Jaegerbombs. The
lights are flashing, music blaring and
you’ve had a well-deserved big night.
But your mates are nowhere to be
seen and the only person you even
vaguely recognise is that creepy guy
2 years above as he maneouvers his
third eagle-eyed lap around the
dance floor; he must have lost his
watch or something. So back to the
bar it is.
As your turn approaches, you feel a
sharp feeling in your gut. No, it’s not
the D&V you’ll inevitably submit for
tomorrow’s absence, it’s hunger.
Your priorities re-adjust and you
think to yourself about late-night
eats to satisfy this plastered pining
(drunken desire?):

your
chosen meat alongside
traditional salsa and veg. Tacos come
in multiples of 2, 3 or 4, or as one
folded and grilled “Crunchy Pouch”.

Treat yo’ self:

If you’re in need of a special treat,
Flamino has just the thing for you.
I recommend the Parmesan Truffle
Fries; thin cut crispy fries, topped
with shaved parmesan and white
truffle, this salty snack will definitely
hit the spot.

For those with a sweet tooth, do not
skip the Nutella Quesadillas or
Big eats:
Chocolate Churros. The essential
If your Wednesday match (or finish to the authentic fake Mexican
afternoon in the library) has left you experience and will leave you
ravenous, look no further than wishing you saved some fries till
afterwards!
Flamino’s Burgers or Burritos.
Burgers come as Standard or You finish your meal and look at your
Signature, averaging at £8 and £13 friend thankfully. Another night out
respectively. With a range of beef, saved by the Gazette.
chicken or veggie options, toppings You add it to your repertoire and
include mozzarella dippers, onion hope you don’t forget it in the
fritters and Flamino’s sauce inside a morning.
handmade brioche.

“I can’t have another Chicago Grill,
it’s only Wednesday and it will be my
second this week. Favourite Chicken
will turn that D&V into more than
just a fake absence submission and
putting a pizza in the oven is just
asking for trouble!”
Burritos also range from Regular to X
-Large wraps (£7-11), which you will Mike Abou-Abdallah
Just when you think hope is lost,
be finishing off the next morning.
your friend hands you the latest
These can also be ordered as a rice
issue if ICSM’s Gazette, and says,
box if bread doesn’t fit in to your
“Have you heard of this Flamino
summer body plan.
place? We have to try it!”
Turn right on getting kicked out of
the Slug, and again on to North End
road. A short 3 minute walk or 6
minute stumble later and you will
find yourself at the hidden Tex-Mex
shack that is Flamino. Feast your
eyes upon the menu and contain

Mexican:
If you’re feeling something a little
different, then you might want to try
the Quesadillas or Tacos.
These come filled with (or without)
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Munch over meds
The food theme continues with Anushka’s report on the scientific research coming out
around diet and the new ways in which we are learning about its impacts
It comes under the millennial title to
be all too familiar with fad-culture;
fidget spinners, bottle flipping, or
dare I say it, dabbing. For reasons I
won’t go into (and probably don’t
understand), we are frantically
searching for the next best thing –
and if it’s not completely original and
creative, it’s probably a grave sin.
However, one robust ‘trend’ that has
thrived throughout the years is the
vast focus on healthy living and lifestyle. Whether it’s to impress their Rupy Aujla’s Mung Bean Fettuccifollowers, or because they simply ne Recipe
care about their wellbeing (or maybe
talking about it is just a part of their
Napoleon complex), humans tend to We all strive to self-improve in the
really ENJOY the idea of health. I most feasible and achievable ways,
know – selfish, yet sexy.
so it isn’t unsurprising that health
changes tend to begin at fridge level

(rather than level 5 on a crosstrainer). Diet crazes have undoubtedly fluctuated through the decades;
it’s essentially impossible to find a
baby boomer that poaches eggs and
smashes avocados.
But what makes the diet conversation different now is that young people have become incentivised to invest in their futures, and what’s
more, the advice and education
around food is becoming increasingly
abundant. We are learning that our
approach to nutrition doesn’t necessarily have to be dramatic; Imperial
College Graduate and current GP
Rupy Aujla explains that you don’t
have to go full-on vegan to adopt a
more plant-focused diet. In his mar-

vellous book ‘The Doctor’s Kitchen’,
Rupy gives an unbiased, doctor’s perspective on the medicinal benefits of
eating healthily (and sharing one
hundred of his unique and beautifully flavoursome recipes).

Plant-based proteins – what
are the benefits?
The ‘5-a-day’ rhetoric is echoed
throughout
countless
nutrition
guides, but why is it important? First
and foremost, fruit and vegetables
are enriched with copious phytochemicals – these bioactive bad boys
have been shown to demonstrate
positive effects in inflammation,
bone health and various cancers.
Move over skittles… taste the rainbow isn’t really your thing anymore…
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Moreover, plants, nuts and seeds are

Careers

vantages provided by spices and
seeds, or the inside scoop on OTC
supplements, the Doctor’s Kitchen
has tremendously enhanced my
awareness around foodstuffs.

Where do we go from here?

all incredible sources of protein and
fibre. In his book, Rupy bypasses the
monotonous list of ‘vitamin-rich’
sources, and introduces us to the
edgy veggies we ought to be getting
down us. His recipes incorporate a
variety of pulses, including adzuki
beans, black beans and mung beans
(a personal favourite of mine).
Research has demonstrated that consumption of pulses may improve lipid
profiles, as well as lower blood pressure and reduce pro-thrombogenic
pathways. Furthermore, their low
glycaemic index makes them an ideal
snack for diabetic people.

Imperial College London is addressing
the emerging global challenges with
regards to food, nutrition and health,
through the Nutrition and Food Network. The College has generated extensive research in fields regarding
nutrition itself, but also in intelligent
food design, engineering and monitoring. One of their ambitions is to
construct new foods and packaging
that might persuade and encourage
healthier behaviours, in the venture
to improve nationwide wellbeing.
Sounds incredible, right?

Garlic Sprouts with Labneh and
Gazpacho
had a scientific background, the mainstream topic is becoming heavily influenced by extensive research (some
of which is taking place on our doorstep) – a step in the right direction.
Sooner or later, your average Joe will
be pulling out publications from his
pocket at any supermarket he walks
into. Now that’s some food for
thought!

Professor Gary Frost is internationally
renowned for his research into the
interaction between dietary carbohydrates and metabolism, and is currently leading the Nutrition, Food and
As an aspiring medic, I’ve found that Health theme alongside Professor
the scientific discoveries in nutrition Jeremy Nicholson (head of the De- Anushka Sharma
that Rupy discusses have transformed partment of Surgery and Cancer).
my attitude towards what I put on the Whilst the conversation around what
plate. Whether it’s the remedial ad- we put into our bodies has always

Professor Gary Frost lecturing at Imperial College London on how appetite regulation can help tackle obesity
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Ladies Hockey
ICSM Ladies Hockey has had an
amazing second half of the season!
All four teams have put up an
excellent fight with some great
results. The 1s keep on excelling in
their leagues they have been moved
up to this season, the 2s just missed
out on a LUSL league win and the 3s
have had their best season in years
with lots of goal scoring and huge
turnouts. Our Saturday team has
been lots of fun, and despite adverse
weather conditions we have secured
many amazing moral victories.

keep us from playing varsity, but in
the end we managed to have a great
day. Unfortunately our 1s lost 2-1
and our 2s lost 0-1, but we definitely
had the best support (when will IC
have a 3rd XI!?) and we had the moral
victory.

We have had some amazing sports
nights, great carbo loads, a super fun
circle line, a successful club 10k, a
club Zumba session and a fantastic
AGM where we got to say good bye
to our final years before they went
off on elective. Wedged into all of
“The Beast from the East” tried to this we have also managed to keep
up our strong educational support,
As an ever growing and continuously
with e.g. mock PACES for both the
improving club with lots of great
final years and the fifth years.
socials, sport and support, we can’t
ICSMLHC has had a fantastic wait for the next season ahead! If
season, but we still have a few you are thinking about joining, don’t
exciting things ahead! One of them hesitate to e-mail jko13@ic.ac.uk J
being International tour in June – and
Jenny Olsson
this year we are going to Spain!
ICSMLHC Club Captain 2017/18
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Men’s Hockey

The 2017-2018 season has been
fantastic for IMHC with the club the
largest it’s ever been with 65 full
members. The 1st XI continued their
fine form from last year and enjoyed
a hugely successful season; they won
the LUSL Premier Division, the LUSL
cup and UH. Perhaps most
significantly, they won varsity 6-3
with a hattrick from Arion
Alexopoulos. They also came 2nd in
the highly competitive BUCS 1
league.

The 2nd XI have had quite a mixed
season ending up 4th in their BUCS
league, however they performed
excellently in the BUCS plate and
were unlucky to be eliminated by LSE
in the semi-finals. They also showed
their fine pedigree in UH and won
the Reserves Cup for the 4th year

running.
The 3rd XI had a very strong season
with the help of a large intake of
talented and committed freshers
which meant they finished 2nd in
BUCS 5 and won their LUSL league.
The 4th XI enjoyed their first season
as an official team and with the
introduction of a varsity match as
well it was great to see so many
newcomers
join
the
club.
HRT had a frustrating season with
some games being affected by the
weather, despite this, the boys
managed to avoid relegation by 1
point. It was brilliant to see a huge
mix of players from all the teams
along with a fantastic group of
alumni play throughout the season
Socially, the boys have once again
shown that they dominate Reynolds

and it was great to see so many
freshers getting involved. Highlights
include 4skins where a record £1473
was raised, the iconic Sam Smith’s
Pub Crawl, the inaugural fresher’s
talent show and tours to Oxford and
Asgard.

If you fancy playing some relaxed but
competitive hockey next season then
our Saturday team HRT is open to all!
Contact
Dylan
Amin
at
dylan.amin15@imperial.ac.uk
for
more details.
Nic Robinson
IMHC Secretary 2017/18

Lacrosse
This was a great year for Imperial
Men’s Lacrosse with the formation of
our 2s team and the 1s finishing 3rd
in the league, with a greater points
tally than last year. The first team got
off to a great start in the league with
5 wins out of our first 6 matches,
including a huge 10-4 win over our
rivals UCL. Unfortunately, injuries to
key players (and Ben Reed) plagued
our second half of the season. We
suffered a loss against UCL in the
return fixture and had an immensely
close match against Surrey, just
losing 11-9. They eventually went on
to win the league with an
undefeated season. This season was
a step in the right direction but we
know that we are capable of more

We’ve had some absolutely fierce
performances from all of our players
this year, but special mentions go to
our trigger-happy-captain Charlotte
Morphet, feisty fresher Florence
Wade-Smith,
brick-wall-defender
Amanda Bernstein and our would-be
-goalie recruit (if only she wasn’t
graduating
this
year...)
Alex
Pavlovskis! The team is also super
excited to get the chance to play
even more lacrosse in the coming
term as a surprise drop out from UCL
(booooo) means that we will soon be
facing Bath in the playoffs to return
the premier BUCS division.

and are looking forward to next year.
The ladies 1s lacrosse team have had
a great season this despite a plague
of injuries and no consistent goalie.
We have won, with huge goal
differences, all but two of our league
matches, finishing 2nd in our division
of BUCS and making the quarter
Jordan Anning
finals of our cup match, with an
ICSM Lacrosse President 2017/18
unfortunate loss against Exeter 2s.
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Boat Club
Since December, ICSMBC has had rowing,
and
despite
some
many reasons to celebrate.
breakdowns (cars, not people) and
difficult conditions it was a success.
The largest reason (and the subject
of our lovely photos below), was our All squads have competed in multiple
first joint training camp! Held for 5 races since the last report, with
days at Wimbleball Lake in Exmoor,
this was not only the first joint camp
between the mens and womens
squads but also between the senior
and novice squads, as we were
joined by some very brave freshers
who have only been rowing for
around 6 months now! All members
came on leaps and bounds with their

of the River races – bring on UH
bumps in May as our last (and best)
race of the year!
Finally, we said goodbye to a large
number of final years at our annual
dinner in March. The medics among
them have been at the club for 6 long
years, and between them represent a
great number of our past captains,
coaches,
coxes,
rowers,
and
constants at our socials. Our nonmedic final years, despite having
been at the club for less than 6 years,
will be no less missed.

particular mention going to the
Senior Womens’ squad who entered
Quintin Head for the first time in
years and climbed 9 places in ranking
at Women’s Head of the River
compared to the result last year. All
Ruth Bloxam
squads entered UH Winter Regatta,
ICSMBC Club Captain 2017/18
UH Head, and their respective Head

Squash
The past year has been a fruitful one,
marking many successes and
achievements of ICSM Squash. The
Men’s 1s, 2s and 3s, as well as the
Ladies’ Team, have all finished the
season with strong positions in their
respective LUSL leagues, especially
the Men’s 1 who will be promoted
next year. The Men’s 1s have also
played very well in the UH Cup. The
Ladies have done us proud in Varsity,
winning 5 games in total, with one
member (Aditi Rajgopal) winning all
her games, against the formidable
opponent that is IC.
The club has maintained a significant
social presence this year. Tour at
Leeds was a resounding success, as
were the events of Christmas Dinner
and bowling, attracting members
new and old alike. Alumni Day was
well received by alumni and current
members, who enjoyed many
exhilarating games of squash and a
delightful curry dinner.
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Secretary: Ben Redshaw; Secretary:
Josh D'aeth; Women's Captain:
Sarala Joshi; Men's First Team
Captain: Haaris Rahim; Men's Second
Team Captain: Alex Huddart; Men's
Third Team Captain: Ben Sharp; and
Alumni and Academic Officer: Ashwin
Sundaram. Many congratulations to
the new Committee and I am
delighted to hand over to such an
excellent and dedicated group of
The club has provided good academic people.
support to our members. We have
Squash out,
run OSCE tutorials for our 3rd year
members, who have given us Martin Fung
favourable feedback and have found ICSM Squash President 2017/18
the sessions helpful to their learning.
As many current 5th year members
will become final years, we look
forward to running PACES tutorials
for our members next year.
In our Annual General Meeting the
members elected the Committee for
2018/19: President: Alex Huddart;
Treasurer: Ben Cobbold; Social
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Rugby
number 8, our very own Graham RFC) and Robin Toquet (St. Mary's
Corin, resulted in our defeat. We RFC) and guest speaker Ian
found redemption in victory over Robertson
Falmouth RFC later on the tour.
Jamie Truell
Rugby Dinner was a roaring success IMRFC Club Captain 2017/18
at The Cavalry and Guards Club, with
over 120 attendees, including our
two founding presidents of Bob
Philips (Charing Cross & Westminster
IMRFC continued strong after
Christmas with some impressive
performances and indomitable club
spirit. Matthew Naeem has led the
youthful 1st XV from the front this
season, securing a safe position for
promotion next year. We were
knocked out of the UH Cup in a
tightly contested semi final against
the eventual winners RUMS.
As always we finished off the season
with the annual pilgrimage for the
95th Cornwall Tour. Some excellent
attacking play from St Ives RFC's

Netball
ICSM netball has had a challenging
but amazing year. Some of the
highlights of this term include our
tour to Brighton with the Football
club, organised by our fabulous tour
secretaries, our club brunch and our
involvement in the Diversity @
Imperial campaign. Our most proud
moment this year was winning the
vote to be the Imperial Varsity
Headline match. We ramped up our
training sessions and even played
against an extremely talented
regional club in anticipation for the
big day… however the beast from the
east had different plans. Although
VarsityFest was cancelled, we
worked our hardest to organise 3
days of varsity matches against
Imperial and the Royal School of
Mines.

season dinner. Although the sporting young people to become players,
year is over, this year we have leaders, coaches and officials of the
future. We’ve planned different
fundraising activities both as a club
and as individuals. Grace, our deputy
club captain, recently completed the
London Marathon in aid of the NDT.
We plan to continue to work with
this charity in the future.
We’ve had some lovely freshers and
newcomers join our club this year
and recently seen our 3 amazing final
decided to partner with The Netball
years become doctors and head off
Development Trust, a charity that
on their electives. Although our club
works in the community to help
is always changing, the love and
strong bonds we make never does!

Temi Olonisakin
ICSM Netball Club Captain 2017/18

We celebrated the end of our season
with a fabulous night of awards and
speeches at our black tie end of
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Tennis
This has put us in good stead for the
UH season which is just around the
corner, and we are confident and
hopeful of returning the cup back to
Mary’s where it belongs. On the
social tennis front, “El Capitano”
Greg Poyser has continued to exceed
expectations, successfully providing
tennis throughout the whole year for
those who fancied a knock –
What a second term for tennis! The something which is also a first, but
LUSL matches kept on coming, and will definitely remain a core feature
we kept on winning them (almost), of the club for years to come.
placing 2nd in our first ever season,
One of the biggest achievements of
separated by just 3 points from 1st.
this term was also going on our
second ever international tour, to the
Algarve in Portugal. It was a trip of
simply
unprecedented
quality,
incorporating the beach, the caves,
the pool, and of course, tennis!
Those smart enough to have
followed our Instagram or Facebook
would have seen what an amazing
job both our social secs Michael and

Mark did in making this tour into
such a success.
Our season is not over yet though –
in fact, it’s just starting. If you’re
interested in having a knock in the
sun or de-stress from revision by
playing matches, join the club and
get involved! Or if you have any
questions feel free to contact us at
medics.tennis@imperial.ac.uk.
exams. So get involved!
Rishabh Hariharan
ICSM Tennis Club Captain 17/18

Water Polo
ICSMWP has enjoyed yet another
successful year both in and out of the
pool. So far in 2017/18 we’ve seen
unprecedented interest in the club
from freshers and older years alike,
with the number of memberships
hitting another record. We have had
two fantastic tours, a diverse social
calendar and with the resurgence of
the Jacuzzi team, this was a year to
remember!
All of our teams for the first time in
the club’s history, have had
competition for places and have
been full for every single LUSL league
match. Going from strength to
strength, our fresher recruitment has
been excellent, with a special
mention to our freshers, Chris,
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Matteo, Lorenzo, Luke and Seng, who
haven’t fallen into water polo timing
and kept excellent attendance
records throughout the year. Our 1s
finished in 3rd place in LUSL,
undoubtedly due to the commitment
in our two weekly coached sessions.
A carefully crafted 3-point-4-point
plan from forming the arc and trick
shots to outstanding defence
resulted in us giving a convincing
opposition to IC at Varsity and still
remaining the undefeated champions
of the raft relay afterwards.

with extensive teaching from James,
Oscar and Greg Wood on the
pharmacology of medications
targeting the GI and GU systems.
Our club will continue training during
the summer term with multiple social
events yet to come! I look forward to
the last term of this year and await
excitedly for next year. As we draw
near to the exam season, I wish you
all the best of luck with revision and
exams.

Socially the club has enjoyed a range
of events from go karting, sports
nights to friendly matches of
underwater rugby. Our club had the
two largest tours to date to Bristol
and Lisbon. Keeping spirit levels very
high and prices low, we played polo,
enjoyed the cultural scenes and
wined & dined till it was time to head
home after some excellent team
Elina Jiang
bonding. To top it all off, we have
ICSM Water Polo President 2017/18
had a successful year academically
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Football
2018 has already been busy for
ICSMFC. January saw another
successful mid-season tour with
Netball to Bristol, a record-breaking
BOP (including £200 raised for RAG)
as well as the inaugural UH alumni
match. Previous ICSMFC greats took
to the Heston stage once again for an
almighty showdown against a fierce
and particularly athletic GKT. The
score wasn’t an important measure
of the game’s success but most of
the players remained intact and we
look forward to the return fixture
next year

a penalty shoot-out loss to Edinburgh
in the NAMS last-16. But our 5-a-side
team continues to go from strength
to strength and will be playing mostly
on Sunday nights throughout the
summer; please do contact us to get
involved. Though the season is
otherwise at an end, we still have
leaving us still looking for that first much to look forward to with the
elusive competition win. However,
celebrations for the 2nd XI were just
around the corner as they won their
BUCS league in style with a game in
hand.

UH has once again been a difficult
With matches a plenty throughout beast to tame with 3 teams coming
February, we still managed the within a game of the finals as well as
regular expected socials; CBC, more
bowling and Football Dinner making
a popular return, the latter with the
company of the Women’s Football
Club and this year held at The
Imperial
Arms.
Unfortunately,
despite much effort, freak weather
and IC avoidance combined to thwart
the Varsity fixture this year. A crying
shame for the club and not felt
harder than by those members

Interyear Tournament, Sports Dinner
and AGM in May.
For more regular updates, follow our
Instagram (@ICSMFC)

Michael Bussell
ICSM FC Club Captain 2017/18

Dance
This year we’ve celebrated putting
together a performance to Came
Here for Love volunteering with
children at the St. Mary’s hospital;
teaching Latin dance to doctor’s-tobe on their final circle line and fully
completing their circle with a Circle
of Life performance with the nowICSM Dance Alumni.
Spring is a universal sign of new
beginnings, and a strange season for
ICSM Dance. On one hand we set
free our beloved Final Years and
celebrated their end of an era, on
the other, our fifth and third years
are crawling into nooks and corners
of the library into revision
hibernation, with first, second and
fourth years (depending on their BSc)
soon to follow. But what keeps us
going at ICSM dance, through the
good times and bad, are the
memories we formed together
throughout the year.

classes third term - FREE for
members! And look forward to
ending the year on a high with our
ICSM Dance Showcase, with all
proceeds going to COSMIC charity.
Come by and support us for a great
cause and say hello to our lovely
team. See you there!

Thank you so much for your
We’ve shared beautiful moments patience,
with our members this year watching
Jagruti Gohil
the sunset at Brighton at our annual
ICSM Dance President 2017/18
tour, shaking a leg at the Pineapple
dance studio and the Arts dinner,
and wrapping up some amazing
performances at the Dance Imperial
Show to a sellout- audience. Our
committee is dedicated to make
Dance an enjoyable experience to
everyone, and we hope we've
brought some of our spirit to ICSM
this year.
PS: If you’re feeling FOMO reading all
this, don’t worry, we’re still running
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Music
Since the last edition of the Gazette,
MusicSoc has been super busy!
Following the success of our Autumn
Concerts, the Society hosted a festive
week of carolling, Jazz Band’s “So you
like Jazz?” gig and the ICSM Carol
Service. It was lovely to see so many
of ICSM students, alumni, professors,
friends and family, come together for
a beautiful, snowy evening.
The Spring Term has been packed
with music and social events that
have led to MusicSoc blossoming!
We started the term with the ‘Remingle’ which had a huge turn out
and our Society-wide bowling was a
great evening of inter-ensemble
bonding, all of which were extremely
needed for a term of some of our
most challenging repertoire yet. At
our Spring Concerts we were
delighted to celebrate the talents of
James Bell (first year) and Lizzie

Daniels (second year) as they took on
the Violin Double Concerto by Bach
which sounded phenomenal! Jazz
Band
once
again
performed
brilliantly in ICSM RAG Fashion Show
and an excellent night was had by all.

We would also like to extend an
invitation to the ICSM Summer
Concert that shall be held on Friday
13th July at St Albans Church, Fulham
as a unique night of music,
entertainment, wine and cheese and
the perfect celebration of our final
In the next term, we have our Society
years.
Concert on Saturday 12th May at St
Stephen’s Church, Gloucester Road. If you would like any more details
This is an exceptional evening, where about the Society and our events,
all five of our ensembles will perform please do not hesitate to get in
and rejoice in all things MusicSoc. We touch!
would love to see as many of you
Emma Mittleman
there as possible!
ICSM Music Soc Chair 2017/2018
Email: medics.music@imperial.ac.uk

Light Opera
A huge thank you to everyone who
came and watched our Main Show,
Dirty Rotten Scoundrels! It was one
of our most successful shows to date
across all our departments, and
without your support we wouldn’t be
able to continue to do what we do!
We hope you had as much fun
watching the show as we had
producing it!
Another huge thank you to our
Ministry of Entertainment for
organising one of our most successful
Opera Dinner’s to date this February,
seeing over 60 current Operites,
alumni and consultants take to the
Thames for the first ever Opera
Dinner hosted on a boat!
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Concert Hall in South Kensington
on Sunday 6th May at 7pm to witness
the results of these 24 hours of
chaos! For more information please
email: producers@icsmlightopera.co
m
Thom Shaw
ICSM Light President 2017/2018

Spring has sprung and that means
one thing for Light Opera – it’s time
for our highly anticipated 24-Hour
Show! For anyone who is unfamiliar
it’s exactly what it says it is: an entire
musical produced in the space of 24
hours! The musical is revealed to the
cast and backstage teams 24 hours
before the curtain goes up, giving us
24 hours to learn all the songs and
dances as well as to make the set,
costumes and to configure the tech.
Did we mention this all takes place
over 24 hours? It’s always a lot of fun
for us and for our audience and
what’s more, all proceeds go to
charity! Come down to theUnion
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Heart
The academic term saw ICSM Heart
hold its annual conference as well as
plan and host tutorials for various
years.

The tutorial series for Cardiovascular
Science BSc students continued
throughout the 2nd term and sessions
were held to cover all three modules.
A further cardiovascular weekend for
Our Cardiology and Cardiothoracics st
1 year students is planned for the
Conference 2018 was a fantastic
upcoming months that will be sure to
success with talks being held by
touch on the entire curriculum.
speakers such as Professor Sanjay
Sharma and Mr Andre Simon; their ICSM Heart was also excited to invite
riveting lectures were combined with Dr. Nikki Stamp, a world famous
workshops that ranged from cardiothoracic surgeon who will hold
echocardiography
to
cardiac a talk in May about stress-induced
dissection.
cardiomyopathy and the truth

behind the pain of a broken heart.
Overall, it has been a fantastic term
for the society and we look forward
to seeing many of the readers at our
upcoming events.
Facebook: /ICSMHeartSoc
Twitter: @ICSM_Heart
Waseem Hasan
ICSM Heart Secretary 2017/18
heart.careers@ic.ac.uk

Sports and Exercise Medicine
Imperial College Sports and Exercise
Medicine Society hosted its first ever
Annual Conference on 10th February
2018.This will hopefully be the first
of many to come and was a huge
success with expert speakers from
across the UK coming to Drewe
Lecture Theatre to talk about various
different aspects of Sport and
Exercise Medicine including gut
dysbiosis, football injuries, hip and
groin problems and a career in SEM
to name just a few. We were lucky
enough to be sponsored but he
British Association of Sport and
Exercise Medicine who gave us free
copies of the BJSM and other
freebies to give to our attendees. We

also hosted a poster presentation
which saw excellent entries from
people from a range of different
levels of training, from second year
students to consultant. Our winner
was Anezka Macey-Dere, who
presented a brilliant poster and will
also be joining the committee next
year.

measures and regular exercise as a
way to both prevent and treat
disease. We are excited to see what
the committee of 2018-19 can bring

We hope to continue to raise the
profile of SEM and involve students
from subjects other than medicine,
as there is much more to SEM than
most people think. It’s an exciting
to the world of Imperial SEMSoc
time when the specialty has gained
publicity due to the shift towards Montana Jackson
preventative
medicine
which ICSM SEM Chair 2017/18
involves
incorporating
lifestyle

Neuroscience Society
Neuroscience Society has had an
incredibly successful year, with more
members and a greater variety of
events than any previous year.
The highlight of our year was the
Meeting of the Minds 2018
conference, which offered delegates
a wide choice in talks, symposia and
workshops. The conference was
attended by over 100 people, with
overwhelmingly positive feedback.

Neurodisability
was
launched,
allowing us to send Imperial Students
to volunteer and help out on the
wards. All this was against the
backdrop of academic talks, journal
clubs and brain dissection sessions
organised throughout the year. We
hope everyone enjoyed our events,
and had the opportunity to explore
their interest in neuroscience and to
tutorials at the start of the academic get involved. We look forward to
year.
seeing you all next year!

This year also saw the introduction
Additionally,
our
volunteering Ara Faraj
of our Year 4 BSc tutorial series, as
scheme with the Royal Hospital for NeuroSoc Co-President 2017/18
well as continuing our year 3 OSCE
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Muslim Medics
The spring term is historically packed
with events and 2018 was no
exception. We resumed our regular
educational activities for years 1-3
and launched a number of exciting elearning resources, including the
already
immensely
popular
Brainscape flashcards. The new year
also brought the return of our
famous mock clinical exams. Our
mock finals event sold out in under
30 seconds! This year we also
worked closely with ICSMSU and the
other academic societies to deliver a
mock OSPE to all the students in year
2. A special shout out to the
education team and all the volunteer
students and doctors who make
these invaluable events possible!

outreach and wellbeing campaigns.
The outreach team have organised
fortnightly visits to distribute food
and clothing at homeless shelters as
well as participating in the
nationwide Believe and Do Good
Campaign as part of which we helped
clean up a local public garden,
volunteered with Anthony Nolan and
ran a blood donation drive. We also
held our first event for our Suture
the Future campaign, which involves

students visiting disadvantaged
schools and giving them a glimpse of
what life is like as a medical student
and advice on how to pursue a career
in Medicine. We also launched a
brand new wellbeing campaign called
I AM, more details of which can be
found at http://iamimperial.co.uk.
Finally, our social team, aided
brilliantly by our fresher reps, put
together an excellent evening of food
and entertainment in the QTR for our
annual dinner.
With AGM just around the corner, if
you are interested in getting involved
with our team then keep your eyes
peeled!
Khalid Khazi
MM Co-President 2017/18

2018 also saw the launch of our new

Paediatrics
The New Year has been an exciting
time for us with a range of academic
and volunteering opportunities going
on. Kicking everything off with our
January training day, which saw us
welcome another cohort of excellent
volunteers into the play team family.
On the academic side, our annual
national paediatric conference had a
wide range of speakers from a range
of specialities talking about youth
violence in London to helping with
Medicine Sans Frontiers deal with

the Ebola outbreak in West Africa.
Alongside broadening the horizons
the conference also offered practical
tips on improving careers through
workshops revolving around getting
involved in Quality Improvement
Projects and the different pathways
to paediatrics for the future.
Feedback was excellent and all of the
speakers provided an insightful and
interesting look in to the wider world
of medicine which can be easy to
lose sight of.

Looking forward we wish everyone
all the best with exams and are doing
our own little bit to help out, with
our inaugural mock PACES and OSCES
as well as a range of revision lectures
being put on for specialties exams. So
keep your eyes out and ears open
and thank you to all our amazing
members who make our society what
it is.
Yusuf Patrick
Paediatrics Soc President2017/18

Plastic Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgery (iPRAS)
iPRAS was founded this year to
promote a better understanding of
plastic surgery, to advise those
wishing to pursue a career in plastics,
to perfect suturing techniques and to
develop and encourage the practice
of high standards of personal,
professional and ethical conduct.

challenges. Just last month, we held
our 1st IPRAS National Conference —
Reconstructing the Stereotype. It was
inspiring to see students take notes
during our lectures, to see them flock
down to talk to the speaker after
each lecture, to watch them
enthusiastically network with our
speakers during lunch and to see
Earlier in the year, we had set out the
them 100% focused during our
aim to encourage budding plastic
practical workshops.
surgeons to explore their interest in
this field by providing opportunities We also plan to host 2 more events
to work with like-minded people and before signing off this year: an event
be
well-prepared
for
future aimed at preparing our 2nd and 3rd
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year medical students for OSPEs and
OSCEs respectively as well as hosting
another event to practice suturing.
The excitement of the students
during our conference and their keen
enthusiasm to step forward and ask
about various committee positions
truly made us feel as though we have
left something behind.
Pooja Shah
IPRAS Treasurer 2017/18
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Imperial College Aid to the Balkans (ICAB)

In the Summer of 2017, three 2nd yr
medics set out to Veliko Tarnovo,
Bulgaria, to volunteer with orphans
and disadvantaged children, below is
the experience from their trip! ICAB
is a society that allows students to
volunteers in orphanages and other
centres in Bulgaria. Volunteers take
resources (all sorts of fun and games)
to do what they can to bring a smile
to these children, while also getting
the chance to explore the Bulgarian
culture and their breath-taking
landscapes!
Ozbil
Let me start off by saying how
beautiful Bulgaria was as a country. It
is most definitely an incredibly
underrated gem. Every day we
discovered a new breathtaking
scenery in Veliko Tarnovo. We also
got to take mini trips to Varna and

Sofia, which were just as beautiful.
And then there’s the added bonus
that the food was always incredible.
Additionally, it shouldn’t come as a
surprise that we developed an
incredibly strong friendship as a
result of this experience, having
spent all of our time together for two
weeks. We got to know each other in
ways we simply hadn’t before, and
ended up with a plethora of inside
jokes, memories
and shared
experiences. Now, every time we
meet, we can’t not find something to
laugh about. We have even had a
’Bulgarian food night’ and we’re
planning the second one!
Prior to our arrival, we didn’t know
what to expect from the family
centre. Yet, our experience there was
nothing short of wonderful, as the
kids quite literally embraced us with
open arms. And to our surprise, the
feared language barrier had very
little to no presence during our time
there. It was genuinely an incredibly
rewarding opportunity. The centre
was very well equipped to provide
the kids with a healthy environment,
yet the biggest issue seemed to be
the lack of staffing, and in turn, the
lack of adult role models. I would like
to believe that our presence there
provided the kids with the attention
they naturally need. We were only

there for two weeks, but the kids are
there for much longer than that.
We’d love it if we made a small
difference in these kids’ lives, yet, It
is without a doubt that the
continuation of this project will help
the kids in immeasurable ways.
Soma and Yvonne
We spent two weeks volunteering at
a family centre in Veliko Tarnovo,
Bulgaria. Bulgaria is a beautiful
country with a rich culture and
delicious food! The time we spent
volunteering was meaningful and
enjoyable. More importantly, it was
valuable to the children who, due to
under-staffing, receive little one to
none attention in the family centres.
We had different activities planned
for the children each day, ranging
from drawing, face painting, ball
games, to baking. In addition, we also
spent one day volunteering in an
orphanage for disabled children and
another day, visited a female crisis
centre which was very eye opening
as we had the chance to speak to
girls who were victims of abuse.
Overall, it was a very fulfilling
experience as the kids were very
involved trying to teach us Bulgarian
words, braid our hair, paint and bake
with us! We were overjoyed when
the children in the family centre even
prepared a choreography to show
their appreciation for our time there.
Thus, leaving the family centre was
emotional as the children gave us
parting gifts and almost wouldn’t let
us leave. These are memories we will
never forget and will always cherish!
Shad Asinger
ICAB President 2017/18
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Travel - Elective Reports
Elective 2017 – New Zealand and the Cook Islands
Diana Newman
differences to the UK. For example in
funding; hospital care in New
Zealand is free in but GPs charge,
with charges scaled according to the
area’s affluence. Interestingly any
costs incurred by an accident (e.g. a
fall) can be covered by a national
compensation scheme. I also learnt
that there is a discrepancy in health
outcomes between Maori and nonMaori patients, with research
ongoing to address this. Healthcare
professionals are taught to respect
I split my elective between New
Zealand and the Cook Islands, taking
the opportunity to experience very
different countries and their
healthcare systems. I went with my
housemate and really enjoyed
planning and travelling together. We
tried to plan a year in advance,
emailed as many people as we could
and eventually confirmed
placements via the University of
Auckland medical school and the
Cook Islands Ministry of Health.

refer to OPR, patients are accepted if
thought to have rehabilitation
potential. They are then treated by a
well-staffed MDT of nurses, physios,
occupational therapists, social
workers, pharmacists and doctors.
The team treated me like their FY1
and encouraged me to get involved; I
spent the mornings on ward rounds
and afternoons doing jobs, attending
teaching or clerking in new patients,
who’s presentations varied from
heart failure to elective surgery.

New Zealand

It was interesting to see a broadly
We travelled to Hamilton, a fairly
parallel health service with some
sleepy city in New Zealand’s North
Island. We were met by the nicest
possible AirBnB host who showed us
around and even drove us to the
hospital for our first week!
Waikato Hospital is an 800 bed
teaching hospital which supports
several satellite hospitals. Hosting
most specialties, it is reputedly the
largest single-site hospital in the
Southern Hemisphere (according to
the cheerful staff at their information
desk!).
I chose a placement in the Older
Persons & Rehabilitation (OPR)
department, which includes
Orthogeriatrics, Stroke and
Psychiatry. Most patients are initially
managed by other teams who then
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and apply Maori values in healthcare,
including the importance of
communicating well with your
patient, respecting family values and
ensuring autonomy. This is very
carefully taught and I think helps
people apply these principles to all
their patients.
Overall, I loved our time at Waikato
and discovered that there are
endless spectacular scenes to see
and activities to do in New Zealand.
Most of the country is rural and
beautiful, the population is small and
the people are friendly, it’s a great
place to explore!
Cook Islands
After four weeks we flew to
Rarotonga, where 10,000 of the Cook
Islands’ 17,000 people live.

Travel

Travel - Elective Reports

Rarotonga is a tropical island with
central forest-covered mountains
surrounded by villages, they are
linked by one main circular road
which you can drive around in 45
minutes. The Polynesian culture is
vibrant and people are friendly,
welcoming many tourists. Almost
everyone speaks English and Cook
Islands Maori.

teams from New Zealand also visit
for elective clinics and surgical lists.

elective as you can take an active and
helpful role and it’s an ideal relaxing
place to come after finals. Staying in
In 3 weeks I rotated through
the hostel and chatting to lots of
Paediatrics, Outpatients and
locals meant we met loads of
Obstetrics & Gynaecology, clerking
interesting people and had a great
patients, taking part in clinics and
time learning to understand and
ward rounds, documenting and doing
settle into the ‘island life’ culture.
baby checks. Every aspect was
interesting and gave a snapshot of
Thanks to The Enid Linder
the health burden in the Cook
Foundation, ICSM Alumni
Islands. There is a high prevalence
Association and the St Mary’s
of obesity, diabetes and nonHospital Association
communicable diseases, and the
I would like to sincerely thank the
The main source of healthcare in the government has invested heavily in
Enid Linder Foundation, the St Mary’s
15 Cook Islands is Rarotonga
health promotion. It was amazing to
Hospital Association and the ICSM
Hospital, with 80 beds, 12 doctors, a see the impact that interventions
Alumni Association for your generous
busy nursing school, pharmacists and could have with a small population,
sponsorship of my elective. Without
a small team of physios and OTs.
for example placing signs on the one
this support I would not have been
There is also a separate clinic in the main road around the island can
able to go and learn so much, and am
main town and several Health
reach nearly everyone.
so grateful for your support.
Promotion nurses. The doctors are
We had a fantastic time on
very broadly skilled and there is
Rarotonga and met many amazing
usually one of each speciality (with
Diana Newman
people. It’s a great place to do an
all surgery covered by 2 doctors!).
Several cover ‘outpatients’, which is
a mixture of GP and A&E. Because of
this the doctors can be on call
constantly, constantly move from
acute to routine cases, and usually
do ward rounds every day.
The hospital can care for most
patients, but when resources stop
short (for example when you need a
CT, MRI or ITU) patients are
transferred to New Zealand in a 4
hour flight on a passenger plane or
an air ambulance. This helps a lot but
does limit capability for time critical
presentations like stroke. Specialist
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To contact the ICSM Gazette please email us at
icsm-gazette@imperial.ac.uk or write to us at:
ICSMSU Gazette, Student Union,
Sir Alexander Fleming Building,
Imperial College London,
Exhibition Road,
London SW7 2AZ

Please visit our new website at:
https://icsmgazette.wordpress.com
Find us on Facebook by searching for
ICSM Gazette
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